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Delay-tolerant networks (DTNs) are dynamic networks in which senders and re-
ceivers are often completely disconnected from each other, often for long periods
of time. DTNs are enjoying a burgeoning interest from the research community
largely due to the vast potential for meaningful applications, e.g., to enable access
to the Internet in remote rural areas, monitor animal behavioral patterns, connect
participants in mobile search and rescue applications, provide connectivity in urban
environments, and support space communications. Existing work in DTNs gen-
erally focuses either on solutions for very specific applications or domains, or on
general-purpose protocol-level solutions intended to work across multiple domains.
In this proposal, we take a more systems-oriented approach to DTNs. Since
applications operating in these dynamic environments would like their connections to
be supported by the network technology best suited to the combination of the com-
munication session’s requirements and instantaneous network context, we develop
a middleware architecture that enables seamless migrations from one communica-
vii
tion style to another in response to changing network conditions. We also enable
context-awareness in DTNs, using this awareness to adapt communications to more
efficiently use network resources. Finally, we explore the systems issues inherent to
such a middleware and provide an implementation of it that we test on a mobile
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Delay-tolerant networks (DTNs) are networks of intermittently connected nodes
whose topologies are subject to constant change due to mobility or adverse net-
working conditions. Because the endpoints of a communication session in a DTN
may never be connected in the traditional sense, communication is often supported
through the ferrying of messages by mobile nodes that opportunistically encounter
sources and destinations. In a sense, DTNs are an extreme variant of mobile ad hoc
networks (MANETs). In the latter, high-levels of node mobility cause the network’s
routing topology to change, but applications in MANETs can generally assume that
some connected path exists from the source to the destination at any point in time.
Communication in DTNs, on the other hand, often relies on temporal connectivity—
the idea that a source node may encounter a node that will, in the future, encounter
the destination (or a node that will be able to pass it off to such a node after some
number of such transitions). The eventual delivery of a message in a DTN can take
any number of these “hops”, and routing in such networks can be thought of as
a best effort paradigm; there is no guarantee of success; DTN routing algorithms
attempt to increase the probability of successful delivery.







Figure 1.1: A generic DTN target environment
urban setting, commuter transportation systems can be used to carry messages
from one region of a city to another [18]. A remote village may be well-connected
internally but less reliably connected to the wider world [43]. In a military network,
devices within a post or base camp may have good connectivity to one another but
may be connected to devices in other regions only by roving UAVs or convoys that
relay messages from time to time. Researchers moving among tagged herds of zebras
can collect and share information about zebra behavior and movement [25]. Pockets
of well-connected sensor networks can be periodically connected via roving mobile
robots [42]. Nodes at the fringe of cellular networks can still access the Internet
through cooperation with other nearby users.
Figure 1.1 shows an abstraction of the common operating environment shared
by these disparate applications. The figure shows three well-connected regions that
are interconnected transiently via delay-tolerant links (dashed lines in the figure). In
the deployments depicted, nodes can break off from the well-connected regions and
transit between them (such as node A, which is transiting between regions 1 and 2,
and node B, which has just arrived at region 3). Research issues relating to routing
and understanding network topologies are well-studied [7,23,31,35], and great strides
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have been made with respect to supporting the new paradigm of mobile computing
that DTNs exhibit. In this dissertation, we study a more practical systems issue,
namely the ability of networked devices in DTNs to adapt their connections to the
changing operating environment.
Since the connectivity among devices in a delay-tolerant network (DTN) is
widely varying and unpredictable, it is unlikely that any particular routing protocol
will be ideal for every situation. It is necessary to integrate DTN solutions with
traditional mobile computing solutions to ensure the availability of the best com-
munication support possible at any given moment. Applications executing in DTN
environments would like their connections to be supported by the network tech-
nology best suited to the combination of the communication session’s requirements
(e.g., for throughput and delay) and the instantaneous network context. While
previous work has investigated choosing the best implementation strategy for a
communication session at its inception, the more difficult problem of adapting an
ongoing communication session is largely unexplored. Several aspects make this a
challenging problem, including 1) efficiently sensing the appropriate network and
data context to allow for adaptation decisions; 2) aggregating and organizing con-
text in the right place to allow for intuitive adaptation strategies to be developed;
3) enabling intelligent cross-layer design to support the tuning of the network stack
to allow adaptation; and 4) providing seamless transitions for applications (i.e., an
application should not need to be aware of the change in underlying implementa-
tion).
In this dissertation we focus our work on mechanisms to seamlessly adapt
network communications to suit the properties of the (changing) network. We base
our adaptation on a combination of network, application, and system context, de-
scribing such a context in terms of easily and cheaply sensed metrics. We develop
a middleware architecture and prototype to support applications in delay-tolerant
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environments by adapting the underlying network, transport, and routing proto-
cols. As part of this architecture, we also develop a flexible framework for collecting
context which is capable of effecting changes to the network stack in response to
changing context. Finally, we deploy our system on real-world mobile robots and
provide several evaluations showing the benefits of such an architecture.
1.1 Research Contributions
This dissertation addresses the challenges of supporting applications in a dynamic
delay-tolerant network setting by automatically adapting connections and underly-
ing network protocols. Specifically, this dissertation makes the following contribu-
tions:
1. Develop an architecture for dynamic connection migration in delay-tolerant
networks and demonstrate its utility on a real system. We design and build two
prototypes to examine the benefits and trade-offs using two separate evaluation
environments (network emulation using real hardware and software, and real
world, small-scale, indoor testbed evaluation using autonomous robots). These
two architectures and subsequent prototypes allow us to focus our efforts in
two important ways. First, they offer insight about what types of network
stack adaptations are beneficial, and even where in the networks stack the
adaptations should be implemented to most benefit delay-tolerant network
systems with the least overall system complexity. Second, they focus our efforts
in designing context sensing and aggregation strategies by offering insight into
how such software should integrate with the system.
2. Create a context-sensing framework for delay-tolerant networks. We examine
both the design of the context framework, and the types of context that can
be sensed, incorporating both passive metrics which can be sensed from ex-
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isting network communication and thus do not inquire a “sensing overhead”,
and active metrics which offer increased accuracy at the cost of increased net-
work communication. We also provide a implementation of context-sensing
framework capable of context sharing across multiple nodes, and that sup-
ports publish/subscribe mechanics.
3. Design and implement a complete systems solution that incorporates concepts
from Research Task 1 with the context framework from Research Task 2 to
adapt a real delay-tolerant network stack.
4. Use the Pharos mobile computing testbed to design and perform a series of
real-life application validation and evaluation studies using the system devel-
oped in Research Task 4.
1.2 Overview
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides an overview
of the Pharos Testbed, a mobile computing testbed comprised of autonomous robots
that we use for a platform for most of the results presented in this dissertation.
Chapter 3 presents work detailing our efforts towards a dynamic DTN architecture
that allows applications’ ongoing connections to seamlessly migrate between two
different communication stacks: a traditional mobile ad hoc networking stack (for
use in well-connected regions such as those shown in Figure 1.1) and a dedicated
DTN stack (for use in transient communication situations). Chapter 4 covers the
design and implementation of a context framework that collects and shares context
in delay-tolerant networks. It allows for designers to easily and quickly create adap-
tation algorithms to effect the network stack through multi-threaded “agents” that
can act on changing context information by tuning network stack parameters. In
this chapter we also present a compelling case study for using such context even
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in mixed cellular/DTN networks to improve the coverage and capacity of cellular
networks. In Chapter 5, we present the design and implementation of a complete
system solution that ties all of these ideas into a single, modular, and easily extensi-
ble middleware, and Chapter 6 describes our validation and evaluation of the whole





The Pharos Testbed [45,53] is a platform for interdisciplinary experimental research
for mobile and pervasive computing. In particular, the Pharos project aims to
create repeatable experiments for environments with mobile participants. We use
the autonomous robots of the Pharos Testbed for nearly every experiment conducted
to support this dissertation; this chapter presents an overview of the testbed and the
robots in order to provide the necessary background knowledge for the experiments
discussed later in this dissertation. Neither the Pharos testbed nor the Proteus nodes
themselves are contributions of this dissertation—this section is simply included for
the benefit of the reader.
2.1 Overview of Pharos Testbed
The Pharos vehicular testbed consists of numerous autonomous vehicles called Pro-
teus. Designed for modularity and economy, Proteus uses commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) equipment to maximize robustness, flexibility, and cost-effectiveness. Below
we discuss the design in four major functional sections: software support, mobility,
behavior, and interaction.
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Figure 2.1: Hardware architecture of Proteus Nodes
2.1.1 Physical Mobility
Physical mobility is provided through one of three options: iRobot Create, Segway
RMP50, or customized Traxxas Stampede. The Create is a low cost, low speed,
differentially steered robot with a simple serial control interface. The RMP50 is
based on Segway’s popular self-balancing products and is controllable over a CAM
bus or USB port. It is more expensive than the Create but offers higher speeds,
higher payload capacity, and long-range outdoor use. The third mobility option
is a customized Traxxas Stampede. The Stampede is a high-performance remote
controlled car with Ackerman steering and 4-wheel-independent suspension. Each
platform provides its own power to reduce dependencies and interference with the
node’s other components. While the Traxxas is not a COTS component, the low
cost, light weight, outdoor compatibility, and range of speeds makes it a desirable
option for experimenters. The Traxxas mobility platform is controlled by the on-
board microcontroller described in the next section 1. In this dissertation we use
1Details on the hardware, assembly, and software are all available at http://www.pharos.
ece.utexas.edu/.
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Figure 2.2: The Proteus Mobile Node
only the Stampede variant of the Proteus node, an example of which is shown in
Figure 2.2.
2.1.2 Behavior and Communications
A low-power x86 Linux-based motherboard coupled to a Freescale microcontroller
provides the platform for Proteus node behaviors. This dual architecture approach
offloads many of the real-time tasks to the microcontroller while allowing the x86
system to focus on higher level aspects. The two-level approach also opens a wide
range of I/O options for connecting sensors and other peripherals. Basic communi-
cations are provided by an onboard 802.11 b/g wireless NIC with a 5.5dBi antenna.
Typically, mobility commands are executed by user-level applications through
the Player/Stage API running on the x86 computer. Depending on the platform,
these commands are then sent to the mobility platform via serial interface, USB, or




The third functional area of the Proteus node is sensing and actuating. We currently
support various range-finding sensors, digital compass, GPS, and cameras. Most of
the sensors we use are specifically supported by third-party drivers for the Player
API. The remaining sensors have matching interfaces in the Player API and only
require us to implement device-specific drivers. These drivers typically reside on the
microcontroller and are exposed to the x86 through the existing serial connection.
The sensed data can then be used not only to influence the node’s mobility but
also in applications running on the x86 computer. This dissertation makes use of
the digital compass and GPS for outdoors navigation, and the camera for indoor
navigation using line-following algorithms.
2.2 Pharos Software Architecture
The Pharos testbed’s software architecture is shown in Figure 2.3. At a high-level,
it consists of three main components: a Pharos client residing on a laptop that
wirelessly communicates with one or more Proteus nodes, the Pharos Server running
on each Proteus’s x86 computer, and sensor/actuator drivers that reside within
Proteus’s micro-controller.
Pharos Client. The Pharos client is written in JavaTM and serves as the
experiment coordinator. It assigns motion scripts to Proteus nodes and initiates the
execution of the motion script. Upon receiving the motion scripts and experiment
configuration, which contains the node specifications and motion script assignments,
the Pharos client wirelessly connects to the Pharos servers on each node, configures
them, and coordinates the start of the experiment. At this point, the nodes may
move out of range of the Pharos client, and it has no further role until the experiment






































































Figure 2.3: The Proteus Mobility Architecture
ID.
Pharos Server. The Pharos server consists of a Motion Script Follower
and a Navigation component. The Motion Script Follower informs the Navigation
component of the next waypoint and desired speed; upon arrival it pauses for the
specified amount of time and repeats the process. The software that implements the
network protocol being evaluated runs in parallel with the Motion Script Follower
and can influence the sequence of waypoints that a node visits and the speed at which
it travels. The Navigation component requires compass and GPS data, using both to
adjust the steering angle and speed. The Navigation component obtains the sensor
data and issues the movement commands through a Player server that also runs on
the x86. Hardware actuation and feedback is accomplished through a combination
of the well-known Player Server robot API and custom micro-controller drivers. The
server is also capable of exposing the robot heading, location, speed, and destination
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via a service that provides this information every two seconds on a local TCP socket.
We use this capability in this dissertation to collect this geographical context from
the mobility controller.
2.3 Conclusion
Using the Pharos Testbed to support this dissertation allows us to leverage a Linux-
based mobile autonomous system for our experiments. This allows us to build real
systems solutions, and to test them under real-world conditions using commodity
hardware. At the same time, the Pharos Testbed allows us to repeat the exact mo-
bility patterns across experiments, allowing for comparability between independent
experiments— something that would not be possible if human subjects were used





In this chapter, we study the ability of networked devices to adapt their network
interactions to the changing operating environment. We present two approaches
to test our ideas: a Linux network stack based approach that we evaluate using
a purpose-built delay-tolerant network emulator (hereafter referred to as the Dy-
namic Stack Swapper, or DynSS) [47], and an advanced, modular approach (here-
after referred to as the Middleware for Delay-Tolerant Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks,
or MaDMAN) [48] that we evaluate on a real-world, delay-tolerant network using
nodes from the Pharos Testbed. With an aim to support networks such as the one
depicted in Figure 1.1, both approaches focus on transitioning between two stacks:
a traditional stack (for use within the connected regions in the figure) and a DTN
stack (for use in transient communication situations). Starting with the shared goal
and related work, we present both approaches and their respective implementations
and evaluations.
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Figure 3.1: Operation of a dynamic delay-tolerant network architecture
3.1 Goal
Our goal is to distance the developer from network implementation details. This
makes it simpler to write programs because the programming constructs are more
intuitive. It also separates the implementation of the conversation from the avail-
able underlying primitives, allowing applications to delegate responsibility for filling
in the best fit communication primitives. In the remainder of this chapter, we will
speak mostly in terms of a single “application” that comprises two end points and the
(potentially dynamic) connection between them. Aspects of the ideal resulting ar-
chitecture are depicted and described in Figure 3.1. As the figure shows, applications
within the same local area (e.g., within the same village) use the underlying MANET
communication support (dashed gray connection). When the network conditions
change to make MANET communication unreasonable or impossible (e.g., Device 2
begins to move away from the village), the communication session is automatically
migrated to the DTN network technology. This migration occurs transparently to
the application; the ongoing communication is not interrupted (though its quality of
service may change). We focus on enabling the mechanics of this transition and the
systems and communication issues that must be resolved to enable seamless tran-
sitions. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section,
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we provide background information and related work. Section 3.3 describes the ar-
chitecture for the entire Dynamic Stack Swapper (DynSS) system, while Section 3.4
presents our evaluation setup and custom-built delay-tolerant network emulator.
Section 3.5 presents the results from this evaluation, demonstrating the potential
benefits of swapping stacks in particular situations, and Section 3.6 presents our
conclusions based on the experience designing and implementing DynSS. Section 3.7
motivates and introduces our second approach, the Middlware for Delay-Tolerant
Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MaDMAN), while Section 3.8 presents the architecture,
and Sections 3.9 and 3.10 present the implementation and evaluation of the same.
Finally, Section 3.14 concludes.
3.2 Related Work
Given our goals are (1) to provide applications the semblance of a communication
session in a delay-tolerant network and (2) to maximize application performance
by dynamically selecting the best end-to-end approach based on applications’ re-
quirements and the network conditions, related approaches can be divided into
two categories: approaches that seek to provide end-to-end connection semantics
in challenged environments and approaches that seek to abstract complex underly-
ing semantics while still exposing expressive protocol behavior.
End-to-End Connectivity in Dynamic Environments. Existing appli-
cations often expect end-to-end connectivity, which can be unreasonable in dynamic
or unpredictable environments. Transport layer extensions have been developed
that enable end-to-end connectivity in cases when it would otherwise be impossi-
ble [3, 61]. These approaches are not suitable for the types of networks envisioned
in delay-tolerant networking, as applications’ connections still timeout if they expe-
rience extended disconnections. Other approaches use proxies as delegates to shield
applications from disconnection [22,34]. Such approaches assume every application
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will eventually reconnect to a particular central service, making them unsuitable to
the highly dynamic and unpredictable delay-tolerant networking environment.
Abstracting Diverse Protocols. In response to the need to evolve net-
work architectures to suit emerging applications, architectures that maintain inter-
faces for existing applications but expose new functionality have been developed.
The Overlay Convergence Architecture for Legacy Applications (OCALA) [24] de-
fines an overlay architecture that allows existing (legacy) applications to continue
to function, even if the underlying network architecture and implementation are
fundamentally changed. OCALA is similar in spirit to our approach but offers a dif-
ferent end goal, i.e., to enable evaluating new network overlays’ support of existing
applications. The Overlay Access System for Internetworked Services (Oasis) [33]
also attempts to enable legacy applications to continue to function on top of overlays
that offer more expressive interfaces to newly introduced applications. In contrast
to both OCALA and Oasis, DTN applications such as the one described previously
require the ability for the network architecture to dynamically reevaluate the choice
of underlying implementation, adapting not only to the application’s stated require-
ments but also to the changing network situation and the changing network path
from the source to the destination.
Some DTN solutions define an API that allows applications to choose “tra-
ditional” end-to-end connections or DTN-based communication protocols [44]; this
choice can be based on information about the availability of end-to-end connectiv-
ity [40]. This approach intimately intertwines the two communication approaches,
which has the potential to significantly increase the overhead of communication.
The Haggle project identified a set of architectural principles underlying the de-
sign of pocket-switched networks, which encounter many of the same challenges as
DTNs [65]. Haggle constructs an unlayered network architecture that focuses on
application messages and requirements, enabling applications to be communication
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protocol agnostic [65]. Applications running on Haggle hand off application data
units to the middleware to be forwarded by the best possible forwarding algorithm
for the particular message at the particular time. In Haggle the redesign of the net-
work “stack” requires revisiting protocol implementations and specifically tailoring
them to be included in Haggle (the prototype described in [65] includes “direct”
and “flooding” communication). We argue that a layered approach to integrat-
ing multiple communication approaches makes it easier to add new functionality
“off-the-shelf.”
ParaNets matches our vision, defining a protocol tree instead of a single stack
in which the application, as the root of the tree, can be supported (potentially si-
multaneously) by multiple stacks with different capabilities and characteristics [19].
We argue that not only should these networking technologies be run in parallel
but they should be capable of being dynamically swapped in support of a sin-
gle application’s long-lived conversation, complete with state commonly associated
with network communication sessions. Our approach is also similar in spirit to
the MANETKit project [55], which componentizes the behavior of MANET routing
protocols and allows multiple protocols to execute in a single network in parallel.
MANETKit allows applications in MANETs to dynamically switch the protocol used
to support a communication task based on the application’s operating conditions.
Design considerations relating to the impact of delay-tolerant network un-
derlays on end-to-end application semantics have also been explored [39]. We move
a step further by looking at a specific technical challenge within these new require-
ments; specifically, we enable the underlying network implementation to intelligently
alternate between a traditional MANET implementation and a less reliable DTN
implementation. The goal is to provide a single “session” interface to the application
and dynamically fill in the nature of the connection based on 1) the conditions and
quality of the network and the path(s) to the destination and 2) the application’s re-
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quirements. Existing applications should be able to use the resulting network stack
without modification; “DTN-aware” applications should ultimately be able to tailor
their interactions to take full advantage of the added, context-aware functionality.
3.3 Dynamic Stack-Swapping Architecture
The DynSS architecture is based on the idea that the capabilities of a delay-tolerant
network are best utilized by a network stack specifically tailored for this new style
of network. This implies that DTN-specific PHY, MAC, network, and transport
protocols will all need to coordinate to fully utilize the network. While applications
for DTNs commonly experience extended periods of high delay, this may not be the
common operation, and it is definitely not the only mode of operation. For this
reason, we designed a middleware for delay-tolerant applications that allows them
to function when delays are high, using delay-tolerant protocols, but also maximizes
their performance when delays are not high, using more traditional means of com-
munication. In this way, our approach is not dissimilar to OCALA [24]. What
makes DynSS unique is the overarching design decision to allow applications to use
both a traditional network stack (e.g., TCP/IP) and the delay-tolerant stack simul-
taneously and to dynamically swap application connections between the stacks as
dictated by changing network conditions. Our ultimate goal is to maintain con-
nection state across these stack transfers to enable seamless migrations (e.g. to
prevent retransmissions of delivered data and aid in the parameterization of the
new protocols). The DynSS architecture has four distinct parts: (1) a service dae-
mon, or “core” that implements most of the middleware’s functionality, (2) a user
library that provides applications with an API to access the service daemon, (3) a
delay-tolerant router and transport protocol, and (4) a context aggregator to gather
information about the network to determine the optimal stack to use for a given



















Figure 3.2: Dynamic Stack Swapping Middleware Components
subsystems, and Figure 3.2 illustrates their conceptual relationships.
Service Daemon. The service daemon implements most of the functional-
ity of DynSS and should be viewed as the “core” of the system. It is responsible
for interfacing with applications, managing dynamic resources, and negotiating out-
bound and inbound connections. The service daemon is intended to run on all nodes
participating in the delay-tolerant network.
User Library. The user library provides the API by which applications
interact with the service daemon and, through it, the delay-tolerant network. It
also allows the application to provide a small amount of context to DynSS. We have
experimented with application provided data priority as context, which can be used
to optimize the available bandwidth or to determine what data can be dropped
or rescheduled for later transmission if the network cannot currently handle the
throughput.
Routing and Transport Layer. The routing component implements the
algorithms and protocols necessary for routing packets, which vary depending on
the exact routing protocol used. It is where various existing and future routing
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protocols can be plugged in. As described previously, much existing work focuses on
creating good DTN routing protocols, and this component approach allows DynSS
to selectively take advantage of this work. In an effort to make this easier, we
placed “delay-tolerant routers” in user-space, enabling them to interact with the
kernel using Linux’s built-in netfilter user-space queue. This is how AODV-UU [38]
and many other routing protocol implementations interact with the kernel. We have
also intentionally separated routing from transport to enable the incorporation of
end-to-end semantics specific to the new DTN model of communication.
Context Aggregator. The context aggregator shown in Figure 3.2 is re-
sponsible for monitoring and processing network context to accurately characterize
the state of the network. Examples of such context include connectivity, throughput,
and latency; the context aggregation mechanism is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
3.4 Evaluation of Dynamic Stack Swapping
We evaluated our dynamic connection migration idea by designing and building a
DynSS prototype consisting of a “connection swapping shim” in C++ on the Linux
2.6 kernel. To evaluate whether it is beneficial to dynamically swap the network stack
out from under an application connection and to determine the network conditions
under which it makes sense to do so, we created a DTN network emulator. The
emulator provides a model of a delay-tolerant network that we can use to perform
end-to-end connectivity tests using real systems.
3.4.1 DynSS Implementation
The following subsections provide specific implementation details for the various
components and provide a step by step example of how an application uses DynSS
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Figure 3.3: Architecture Overview
Service Daemon
The service daemon described in the previous section is implemented as a multi-
threaded user-space server, where each thread generally encompasses one component
of the DynSS architecture. The service daemon pulls them all together to allow them
to be managed in a unified space. As depicted in Figure 3.2, the service daemon
interacts with the application, the context aggregator, and the routing and transport
components. Through the user library (discussed next), the daemon employs sockets
to send and receive application messages. It then uses the Linux socket API to
interact with the lower layers. The specific functions of the context aggregator and
the routing and transport component are discussed in more detail below.
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User Library
The user library is a C library that mimics the API of the C sockets library. Most
of the available function calls are enhanced versions of standard socket calls, for
example, write is augmented with optional priority information. Applications
must currently link to our library to use DynSS.
DTN Router and Transport Layer
In our current implementation, we are not concerned with any specific routing pro-
tocols, only in making sure that the appropriate hooks are in place to plug differ-
ent routing protocols into DynSS. As mentioned previously, we implement a generic
router using Linux’s libipq library to queue incoming messages in user-space where
the router component can examine, modify, and selectively allow or drop packets.
Existing MANET routing protocols and specialized DTN routing protocols can be
plugged in to provide different styles of service as the context aggregator deems
necessary. With respect to the transport layer protocols, we use a standard TCP
implementation for the MANET stack, and our DTN transport layer protocol does
not currently implement any functionality beyond what UDP already provides. We
refer to this implementation as “UDPDTN.”
User Datagram Protocol for Delay-Tolerant Networks (UDPDTN).
Because a running TCP connection contains a significant amount of state informa-
tion, it is important for a DTN transport protocol to be able to take advantage of
this information in the best way possible. During a stack transition, DynSS logs
information available from one transport protocol (e.g., the last acknowledged data,
the window size, the sequence number, etc.) and inputs it into the connection’s
new transport protocol. The protocol that has been swapped in can use this con-
text information to adjust its own parameters. We have created a very simple first
cut at a delay-tolerant transport protocol, which we refer to as the User Datagram
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Protocol for delay-tolerant Networks (UDPDTN). UDPDTN is basically UDP with
sequence numbers; it uses the last acknowledgement number from the TCP stack to
bootstrap where in the application data stream it begins sending. Note that this
is usually a different point from the last data accepted by the TCP socket (and
thus what might be considered “sent” from an application’s perspective) since there
can be large amounts of data sitting in the low-level TCP buffers that has been
transmitted already but not yet acknowledged. The lack of acknowledgement of any
given data can mean that the data or the acknowledgement itself was lost. In either
case, in order to minimize data loss, UDPDTN starts sending at the position of the
last received acknowledgement.
Context Aggregator
The context aggregation engine is implemented as a special thread in the service
daemon. We are currently modifying the TCP/IP stack in the Linux kernel to export
various data about the network and transport layers into a custom /proc file. This
file will be read by the context aggregator and used to influence decisions about
when to transition from traditional protocols to DTN protocols and vice versa. We
also plan on implementing feedback mechanisms whereby the context aggregator can
modify the behavior of the TCP/IP and DTN stacks. The proc file system is the
most logical means to accomplish this. In the implementation used for our feasibility
study in the next section, our context aggregator is a very simple component with
an omniscient view of when transitions are best made. In Chapter 4 we explore

















Figure 3.4: Outbound (Proxied) Request
Example connection setup and teardown
DynSS has two modes of operation, one for handling outbound connections to remote
DTN-enabled hosts (shown in Figure 3.4), and one for handling inbound connections
(shown in Figure 3.5). Applications and middleware components are shown as rect-
angles, sockets are shown as circles, and arrows show data flow between the sockets
and components. To explain how the different components of DynSS interact, we
provide a step-by-step description of how an outbound connection is set up. The
operations involved in processing the inbound connection are analogous.
1. The application requests an outbound socket using our user library.
2. The library translates the socket request into a socket request to the middle-
ware (using configuration information such as the service daemon’s host and
port) and sends the request. This socket (labeled ‘1’ in Figure 3.4) is then
used to communicate between the application and DynSS.
3. The request processor determines that the request is for an outbound connec-
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tion, spawns a proxy handler thread to handle the connection, and passes the
previously created socket to the handler.
4. The proxy handler negotiates the specifics of the connection, which includes
reserving resources, connecting to the remote address, and determining priority
information.
5. The proxy handler, using input from the context aggregator, opens either
an outbound TCP or UDPDTN connection to the remote host and starts
forwarding data from the application. These connections are sockets ‘2’ and
‘3’ in Figure 3.4. The proxy handler also receives feedback from the context
aggregator over the duration of the connection (not shown) to determine if
and when to migrate the connection between stacks.
6. The proxy handler also spawns two threads to listen to the sockets and forward
incoming data back to the application. These threads are responsible for
ensuring in-order delivery and generating ACKs.
Connection setup for listening services (Figure 3.5) happens in a similar fashion,
except that for each incoming connection (regardless of the type) DynSS opens a
return connection to the service application.
3.4.2 Delay-Tolerant Network Emulator
Our network emulator is similar to NIST Net [10] and allows us to introduce ar-
bitrary packet delays and packet drops into the network. We apply a delay to
every packet using probabilistic distributions, which can be thought of as delay
vs. time curves that capture the properties of the delay-tolerant network from the
perspective of an end-to-end connection. Our emulator does not model a particu-
lar underlying topology nor a particular routing protocol. We simply emulate the
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Figure 3.5: Service Request
end-to-end behaviour of a generic delay-tolerant network in order to better under-
stand the trade-offs of dynamically swapping stacks in terms of possible application
throughput. Changing the delay vs. time curve allows us to model all end-to-end
throughput characteristics of the network. We tried many different delay vs. time
curves, and the motivations behind the curves we ultimately selected are provided
below.
The emulator does not explicitly model queues or network storage—data loss
is modeled using probabilistic packet drops. Each delay vs. time curve also has a
drop probability vs. time curve associated with it, and any packet scheduled by
the emulator also has a chance to be dropped equal to this probability. In practice,
our drop probability is simply a function of the delay. For the purposes of this
simulation, we näıvely assume that, as delays increase, so does the probability that
a packet traversing the network will get lost, queue dropped, or run into some other
problem. Our drop probabilities vary between .01% to 5% and are linear functions
of the delay. Since TCP is a reliable protocol, packet drops did not cause data loss,
but as can be seen from the results, this reliability comes at a very high price in
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environments with hefty delays. UDPDTN in its current iteration does not provide
any retransmit capabilities and relies on the best-effort guarantees of the underlying
network. As stated previously, this is not an ideal mechanism but leads to low
overhead and better throughput, as demonstrated below.
Scenario 1—Short Delay
In reporting our results, we use two specific delay scenarios to compare a mixed
DTN/reliable delivery protocol swap with a basic TCP-only approach. The first of
these scenarios models a situation where a well-connected user wanders away from
the well-connected portion of the network and operates in disconnected mode for a
short period of time, then wanders back. This is modeled by a rapidly increasing
delay from 0 ms to 5000 ms, followed by a period of two minutes where the delay
stays around 5000 ms and then comes back down. This cycle happens twice during
the course of the simulation, which lasts 20 minutes. This delay curve can be seen
in Figure 3.6(a) and (b).
Scenario 2—Long Delay
Our second scenario models a situation where a user leaves the well connected
portion of the network for a longer period of time and then comes back. The DTN
in which the user spends the interim time also experiences lengthier delays. The
user spends 10 minutes operating in this high-delay mode where the packet delays
average two minutes. This delay curve is depicted in Figure 3.7(a) and (b).
3.5 DynSS Results
For each scenario, we ran three different tests: one using only TCP between the end









































(b) Adaptive TCP/DTN over Scenario 1
Figure 3.6: Throughput vs. Simulation Time for Scenario 1. Each graph shows
the delay (in gray and measured in ms) imposed on the packets and the measured













































(b) Adaptive TCP/DTN over Scenario 2
Figure 3.7: Throughput vs. Simulation Time for Scenario 2. Each graph shows
the delay (in gray and measured in ms) imposed on the packets and the measured
throughput (in black) of either the TCP-only approach (a), or the mixed TCP/DTN
approach (b).
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during the connection. We make the assumption that both TCP and UDP can take
advantage of the delay-tolerant routing protocol and thus all packets can be routed
into and out of disconnected portions of the network. Therefore TCP connections do
not break under conventional IP route failures and instead continue operating over
the DTN. However, as can be seen from the simulations, TCP throughput suffers
during the delayed portions of connectivity and gets progressively worse as the per-
packet delays increase. Versions of TCP optimized for ad-hoc wireless networks may
perform slightly better, but even those rely on timely acknowledgements, which are
often impossible to guarantee in delay-tolerant networks. Since UDP does not have
flow control, we had to limit the data rate to avoid overflow behaviour. For this
limit, we chose to use the data rate of TCP when TCP is transmitting during
the non-delayed portion of the simulation. Our reasoning behind this is simple:
TCP increases the data rate until it maximizes the capacity of the network, and the
average maximum capacity of the network during disconnected operation will not be
higher than the average maximum capacity of the network during fully connected
operation. In this way, we run UDP at a very optimistic data rate since we are
assuming that the delay tolerant routing and network layers can handle as much
traffic as TCP and IP routing layers can handle. The following sections present the
results of both tests.
Scenario 1—Short Delay
For the TCP throughput test, the TCP socket buffer was kept full, and TCP was
allowed to send as much data as the network allowed. Each packet contained 1kB
of data. We used the standard TCP implementation in the Linux 2.6 kernel (TCP
CUBIC [57]). The results of the tests are shown in Figure 3.6(a). As expected,
the throughput of TCP decreases dramatically during the delayed phases of the
simulation, dropping from around 90 packets per second to 10-30 packets per second.
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Figure 3.6(b) shows the results of switching to the UDPDTN protocol when the
throughput of TCP drops and switching back when the throughput of TCP rises
again. The packet arrival rate is very bursty during the ‘disconnected’ portion of the
simulation, but it is easy to see that a large number of packets still arrive during the
delayed phases of the simulation. TCP was able to deliver around 47,000 packets
with no data loss during the 20 minute run. The middleware, using dynamic stack
swapping, was able to deliver around 85,000 packets during the same simulation
since the dynamic stack was unconstrained by TCP’s flow control mechanism and
could progress further into the available data. This resulted in an 80% increase
in throughput with 0.01% packet loss (950 lost packets). We did not graph the
UDP-only results; they are largely similar to the dynamic results. However, UDP is
only a best-effort protocol, so in the periods of low-delay, it cannot take advantage
of TCP’s added end-to-end guarantees. On the contrary, by dynamically switching
between TCP and a UDP-like protocol, UDPDTN garners the advantages of both.
Scenario 2—Long Delay
The results for the second scenario are shown in Figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(b). The
results are analogous to those for the first scenario; the disconnected phase is marked
by a dramatic drop in TCP throughput. Once again, the dynamic stack switching
outperforms TCP-only, this time resulting in 60,000 packets delivered vs. TCP’s
31,766. This is a 90% increase in throughput, and it comes at a cost of 1.74% packet
loss, with all packet losses occurring during the disconnected phase. We once again
omit the UDP-only results for the same reasons as above.
3.6 Conclusions based on DynSS Experience
Dynamic TCP/DTN stack swapping greatly improves network utilization when large
delays are present in end-to-end connections. Through the above scenarios, it is
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easy to see that in scenarios with longer delays and more time spent operating un-
der “challenged” conditions, the benefits of stack swapping can only increase. Fu-
ture mobile computing network deployments will demand the ability to dynamically
migrate application connections from one communications technology to another.
Specifically, as DTNs become commonplace, application components will move be-
tween periods of good connectivity, where traditional networking protocols can be
employed, and weaker connectivity, where taking advantage of emerging DTN pro-
tocols will offer better performance. In building DynSS, we adopted a systems
perspective on enabling applications’ connections to be seamlessly moved from one
network stack to another. By building this architecture in a real operating system
and emulating the end-to-end delay characteristics of a delay-tolerant network, we
demonstrated that it is not only reasonable, but potentially highly beneficial to
employ such an adaptive network architecture.
However, as we discovered, the DynSS approach has a number of draw-
backs. In leveraging complete network stack implementations (e.g., the TCP and
UDP implementations in the Linux kernel), we are forced to adhere to the com-
mon API presented to applications by these implementations. This leaves us with
less control over the network stack than we need to accomplish true dynamic stack
manipulation. For example, tweaking protocol parameters, which could very well
yield further improvements in efficient network utilization, can only be accomplished
through limited user-level API calls, and the limited parametrization made available
by the kernel through the variables exposed in the /proc filesystem. Additional
control points would have to be coded directly into the Linux kernel’s monolithic
TCP/IP codebase. Furthermore, we are forced to use “entire” monolithic network
stack implementations thus limiting the granularity at which we can compose cus-
tom protocol stacks to support the unique requirements of delay-tolerant networks.
It would be far better to utilize a modular implementation of the network stack,
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in which each component is exposed, and can be changed, in isolation. This would
allow for a greater degree of control over the composition of network stacks. Addi-
tionally, there is the issue of integrating a “vertical” cross-layer context aggregator.
This would also be simplified by using a network stack implementation that ran
in privileged user-mode instead of kernel-mode since inter-process communication
primitives such as sockets and shared memory would be readily available to the
programmer. In fact, the context aggregator should reside in userspace— this would
serve to broaden the context-sensing possibilities of such a component without the
risk of introducing unstable code directly into the operating system’s kernel. We
examine these issues in the next section.
3.7 Middleware for Delay-Tolerant Mobile Ad-Hoc Net-
works
. The Middleware for Delay-Tolerant Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MaDMAN) builds
on our initial efforts in dynamic DTN architectures (see DynSS—Section 3.3) and
similarly, it allows applications’ ongoing connections to seamlessly migrate between
two different communication stacks: a traditional mobile ad hoc networking stack
(for use in well-connected regions and a dedicated DTN stack (for use in transient
communication situations). The DynSS architecture had a number of drawbacks as
discussed in Section 3.6; we created MaDMAN to address these. It improves upon
DynSS in the following ways:
• MaDMAN uses a modular network stack implementation, allowing for more
flexible compositions of protocols. Furthermore, the modularity allows for
easier manipulation of both internal and external protocol parameters.
• The MaDMAN protocol stack code-base is based on an external router frame-
work; it is both object-oriented and independent of the Linux kernel, allowing
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for cleaner development.
• MaDMAN can run both in user-mode, and kernel-mode as a kernel module,
allowing for easier debugging and testing, and better system stability in case
of bugs.
• MaDMAN is tightly integrated with the Bundle Protocol, a capable and pop-
ular transport protocol designed specifically for delay-tolerant networks. The
Bundle Protocol is explained in Section 3.8.
We have implemented MaDMAN’s stack-switching capabilities using the
Click modular router [36]; we describe this implementation in detail in Section 3.9.
The use of Click allows for modular stack compositions and enables future inte-
gration with a wide variety of network context measurement capabilities that can
influence MaDMAN’s understanding of the dynamic environment; this added intel-
ligence will enhance MaDMAN’s ability to respond to changes in its environment.
We have evaluated this implementation using the autonomous robots of the Pharos
testbed [53] (for a description of the testbed and its capabilities, see Chapter 2).
The MaDMAN middleware we present in this chapter represents an essential step
in realizing the integration of emerging delay-tolerant networks with existing mobile
computing capabilities in actual deployments.
3.8 MaDMAN Architecture
The architecture of MaDMAN is largely based on our DynSS work but with a few
significant changes. Due to the continuous emergence of new and better approaches
to communication, it is essential that MaDMAN enable simple and intuitive inte-
gration of new physical, media access, network, transport, and application layer
protocols, without requiring these approaches to be redesigned or reimplemented to



































Figure 3.8: The High-Level MaDMAN Architecture
Click Modular Router [36], a flexible, modular, and stable framework for developing
routers. Click has a large base of available network protocols and is itself a good
framework for implementing experimental protocols. We further discuss our reasons
for selecting Click in Section 3.9.1.
Figure 3.8 shows the components of the MaDMAN architecture. The grayed
components in the figure (with dotted outlines) are components that already ex-
ist within the Click implementation. The main components of the middleware are
the Context Aggregator and the Session Manager. The former handles MaDMAN’s
understanding of the operating environment’s conditions and presents context in-
formation to the Session Manager, which uses the context information to dynam-
ically select and reselect the best communication strategies. MaDMAN’s Session
Framework includes its various application interfaces and the Session Manager itself,
which manages all of the application session resources. The application interfaces
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themselves (Socket Interface, Bundle Interface, etc.) implement the inter-process
communication between applications and MaDMAN (accomplished with the help
of various API libraries). In the remainder of this section, we provide a conceptual
overview of MaDMAN’s functionality in four parts: 1) the application interface,
2) the connection logic, 3) the transport, network, and routing components, and
4) the context aggregator.
The Bundle Protocol
We have designed MaDMAN to work with the Bundle Protocol [58], a popular
application layer protocol designed to support communication in delay-tolerant net-
works (DTNs). Besides working in these challenged environments, the bundle pro-
tocol (BP) provides a generalized model for communication via arbitrary data units
called “bundles”. One advantage of the bundle protocol is that it abstracts away
the network stack and choice of network protocols from the application developer,
and instead presents a unified API suitable for use in a variety of environments.
This makes the bundle protocol an ideal vehicle for the development, integration,
and testing of alternative transport, network, and link layer protocols. The key
feature of the bundle protocol that makes this possible is the modular interface to
one or more “convergence layers” which act as interfaces between bundles and the
network stack. As defined in RFC5050 [58], convergence layers have two responsibil-
ities: to send and receive bundles on behalf of a Bundle Protocol Agent (BPA). Our
integration of the reference implementation of the Bundle Protocol and the Click
Modular Router, done in order to support the Bundle Protocol in our middleware,
is described more fully in Section 3.9.3.
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3.8.1 Application Interfaces
MaDMAN’s application interface consists of several separate components (Socket
Interface, and Bundle Interface in Figure 3.8). These serve various types of applica-
tions, allowing non-Click code to interface with the Click-implemented MaDMAN
modules. For example, the Socket Interface allows application programmers access
to MaDMAN through the use of a standard user library (SocketAPI in Figure 3.8)
that provides a socket-style interface in the form that network applications pro-
grammers are accustomed to. The Bundle Interface provides an interface specific
to the bundle protocol and serves as a convergence layer for the bundle protocol to
allow interoperability with emerging delay-tolerant network applications [58]. These
application interfaces and their associated API libraries expose a small amount of
context acquisition to the application programmer to facilitate the development of
delay-tolerant “aware” applications. Through this interface, applications can op-
tionally provide data priority information as context, which MaDMAN’s connection
intelligence can use to guide decisions to allocate resources to the connection and to
optimize the available resources among connections. MaDMAN can also selectively
schedule low-priority connections on a lower reliability network stack to free up re-
sources for higher priority connections. Applications can also provide information
about future bandwidth requirements and the application’s desires for rescheduling
transmissions to further help optimize data delivery. The MaDMAN application
interface includes a SOCKS proxy to enable legacy applications to entirely bypass
the Socket API user library. While this prevents these applications from sharing
context information with the middleware, it enables reuse and interoperability.
3.8.2 Connection Logic
The connection logic lives inside of the Session Manager in Figure 3.8. As part of the
Session Framework, it sits above the transport layer and is responsible for engaging
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the best combination of lower-layer protocols to use for a given connection. The
module then passes the application data along to the correct combination of Click
modules to establish communication. The Session Manager tracks each connection,
demultiplexing inbound data to the correct application stream. It also reconfigures
the protocol modules used to support each communication session when changes in
the environmental or network context dictate an adaptation. The intelligence that
uses context information to determine the best combination of network modules to
use at any given time resides in the Context Aggregator (described below), but the
Session Manager handles the mechanics of closing and opening remote connections
and maintaining and sharing state among protocols’ queues.
3.8.3 Transport, Network, and Routing
MaDMAN’s network stack, in the traditional sense, consists of all possible trans-
port, network, routing, and data link layers available on a device. There are many
possible compositions of these elements into a working stack, only some of which are
functional and useful. The possibilities are enumerated by the connection manager,
and the elements that can work together to constitute various stacks are determined
before MaDMAN applications run. Adding new functionality in these layers simply
requires adjusting this enumeration.
MaDMAN’s key differentiator is its ability to exchange the network stacks in
the middle of an application’s communication session. To support this, MaDMAN
transfers state between various transport protocols to maintain connection state in
the transition process. For example, well-connected networks will rely heavily on
TCP connections for reliability and throughput scaling characteristics. When the
connectivity becomes less reliable, MaDMAN will exchange this TCP connection
for a less reliable delay-tolerant connection based on, for example, epidemic routing.
While this exchange loses TCP’s reliability guarantees, MaDMAN does maintain
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some of the TCP connection’s state (e.g., the last acknowledged data packet, the
TCP window size, the current sequence number). This information is made available
through the Session Manager to the other communication protocols. Conversely,
when the connection migrates back to the reliable network stack, similar information
can be used to bootstrap the new TCP connection with a buffer that reflects the
data that was delivered while TCP was unavailable. The decision to switch from
one stack to the other can be initiated by either end of the connection. It is a
local decision per node, and thus we can end up with nodes communicating using
asymmetric protocol stacks. One node could use a certain combination of protocols
to transfer data to another node but receive its responses using an entirely different
set. The Session Manager is responsible for sorting the data into a single stream to
send to the application. Out-of-order delivery is a question of policy for the Session
Manager and can be selected per application session.
3.8.4 Context Aggregator
The Context Aggregator is a cross-layer component responsible for gathering net-
work performance data from the various elements in the network stack. Examples
include node connectivity, mobility statistics, instantaneous and averaged through-
put, latency, and protocol-specific parameters (e.g., TCP window size). The Context
Aggregator also contains decision processes that use this context information to de-
termine the best combination of low-level modules to use for the applications’ active
connections. The Context Aggregator’s intelligence can be based on complex user-
specified policies dependent on the wide variety of available context information (see
Chapter 4); for the purposes of evaluating MaDMAN in this chapter, we rely on a
simple timing based decision process described in Section 3.9.2.
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3.9 MaDMAN Implementation
We have implemented the model described in the previous section using the Click
modular router. In this section, we describe our implementation in detail, beginning
with some background information on Click.
3.9.1 Background on Click
The MaDMAN middleware, with the exception of the external application library, is
implemented as a collection of Click elements within the Click Modular Router [36],
whose software architecture is well suited to our goals of adaptability and dynamic
reconfigurability. Click is written in C/C++, runs on Linux and BSD, and includes
numerous components to manipulate the network stack from the hardware drivers
to the transport layer. This frees us from re-implementing common protocols yet
offers the flexibility of easily swapping in alternatives or modifying existing protocols
without breaking the host operating system’s network layer.
Click “routers” consist of elements with explicitly defined input and output
ports that are “wired” together by configuration files to define a network stack.
MaDMAN runs entirely within Click and is thus composed from Click elements
using a configuration file. Figure 3.9 shows the configuration of MaDMAN elements
in our current implementation. Every element, with the exception of the context
aggregator, operates on packets moving up or down the stack. Adjacent modules are
connected to each other and can pass packets back and forth. Where drawn, arrows
explicitly define the directions in which packets can move; solid arrows represent the
passing of packets between modules, and dotted arrows represent element handler
calls between elements. We have defined two separate network stacks, a standard
TCP/IP stack and a delay-tolerant stack. In the remainder of this section, we






























Figure 3.9: MaDMAN Middleware Components
3.9.2 Middleware Components
Figure 3.9 highlights the specific Click middleware components we implemented to
demonstrate and validate the MaDMAN middleware. In comparison to Figure 3.8,
this figure explicitly separates the elements of the TCP Stack and the DTN Stack. In
addition, the functionality provided by the components labeled Session Framework
in Figure 3.8 is collected into a single Click element, the Connection Manager.
We discuss these components, the Context Aggregator, and the wiring of MaDMAN
elements in the remainder of this section.
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TCP Stack
Our TCP stack uses Click’s Socket element to open and close standard TCP/IP
connections. Although we would have preferred composing a TCP stack out of Click
elements to enable reading and writing of internal TCP state, these modules are not
currently available in the standard Click distribution. Our TCP connections are han-
dled by the Linux kernel’s TCP implementation, and, as a result, MaDMAN’s TCP
stack is the standard Linux TCP stack. Since we needed to collect state informa-
tion from the TCP connections (window sizes, sequence numbers, acknowledgments,
etc.), we wrote a Click element (TCP Magic) that parses incoming and outgoing
TCP packets and provides state information to the Connection Manager. TCP
Magic is a passive element and does not affect the TCP connections. To track
packet deliveries, TCP Magic correlates incoming TCP ACKs with outbound data
packets to determine how much of the outbound data was delivered successfully.
This information is used by the Connection Manager to avoid sending data that
has already been transferred over an old connection. Connections operating on the
TCP stack use standard IP Routing. This stack provides the reliable connectivity
that, in our conceptual model, is used when a source and destination have an ac-
tual MANET path connecting them (e.g., between devices in the same region in
Figure 1.1).
DTN Stack
The delay-tolerant stack consists of our implementation of epidemic routing [67],
a popular routing protocol for delay-tolerant networks given its effectiveness and
simplicity. In epidemic routing, when two nodes connect, they share message digests
that contain information about the packets each node carries. Nodes examine the
digests and specifically request the packets they have not yet received. In this way,
packets are spread around as nodes come into contact with one another, and mobile
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nodes can thus ferry data to the disconnected portions of the network as they move.
Our implementation consists of two Click elements, Beaconer and Epidemic.
Beaconer sends and receives application layer beacon packets on a user-configurable
interval to build a picture of which other nodes are currently connected. The beacon
packets are broadcast via UDP, and Beaconer issues responses to establish whether
functional two-way communication is possible. When it is, a node considers the re-
mote node connected and makes this information available to the Connection
Manager via a handler call. When Beaconer misses a set number of beacons in
a row (given by a user-configurable time-out interval), it logically disconnects the
node. Although there is clearly an overhead associated with sending application
layer beacons, this does have the advantage of establishing application-layer con-
nectivity and in doing so provides a better guarantee that when a node is logically
connected, it is actually capable of sending and receiving packets. An alternative
approach would have been to use the neighbor table provided by the MAC imple-
mentation, however we discovered that, in practice, just because two nodes have
discovered each other at the MAC layer does not mean they can achieve any rea-
sonable level of “goodput”.
The Epidemic element has its own internal queue of packets and holds on
to all of the packets it receives in case it encounters a node that has not yet received
them. When Beaconer discovers a new connection, the Epidemic element initi-
ates a message exchange. For the duration of the connection, any new data that the
node creates is directly delivered to all of the connected nodes, in addition to being
buffered for possible delivery to new contacts. The delay-tolerant stack encapsulates
all of the epidemic routing packets in UDP/IP.
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Connection Manager
The Connection Manager implements the logic described in Section 3.8.2 and is
responsible for multiplexing incoming and outgoing connections to the right network
stack. It relies on cues from the Context Aggregator to know when to swap
connections between stacks. The Connection Manager tracks delivered data for
all of its connections, which it uses to “prime” new stacks so that they continue
delivering data where the previous stack left off. In our first iteration of MaDMAN,
the Connection Manager has two possibilities available to it: the TCP stack and
the DTN stack described above, although we foresee having many combinations of
lower layer protocols. When triggered to swap from the TCP stack to the DTN stack,
the Connection Manager starts sending data to the epidemic routing protocol’s
data buffer at the point where TCP last received an ACK. When triggered to swap
back to TCP, the solution is somewhat trickier since epidemic routing has no delivery
confirmations. Instead, the Connection Manager on the receiving end sends a
re-establishment message with the sequence number of the last received epidemic
packet, thus allowing the remote node to restart the TCP connection where the
DTN stack left off. There is a possibility here for data loss since epidemic routing
does not provide guaranteed delivery, but should a reliable delay-tolerant transport
protocol be desired, the missing data chunks are enumerated by the Connection
Manager and could easily be requested from the source so long as it is still buffering
the data.
Context Aggregator
In our MaDMAN implementation, the Context Aggregator is a simple element
that provides cues for the Connection Manager to swap from the TCP stack to
the DTN stack on a user-provided time-based trigger schedule. This first iteration
of the Context Aggregator does not collate network statistics or provide an
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intelligent stack swapping algorithm (hence the lack of handler connections to it in
Figure 3.9), though it is sufficient for the purposes of demonstrating the feasibility
of our approach. Our complete Context Agent Framework solution, presented in
Chapter 4, addresses all of these issues. When swapping from DTN to TCP, the
context aggregator waits for available connections. When the Beaconer element
reports a direct path to the destination, the Context Aggregator initiates a
swap back to the TCP stack. A better algorithm would be to trigger the switch
from TCP to DTN as soon as the average throughput drops below a certain figure,
based on application requirements and data generation rate; the exploration of such
smarter connection switching algorithms is the subject of Chapter 4.
Wiring of MaDMAN Elements
Click itself takes a router configuration file as input to determine the types and
wiring of all of the elements that comprise a “router,” or in our case, the MaDMAN
middleware. The advantage is that new configurations are very easy to test, and
functionally identical modules can be swapped out without recompiling. For exam-
ple, in Figure 3.9 the {TCP Socket / TCP Magic} combination can be swapped
for a plain Unix Socket should the user wish to test higher layer functionality
using a local data stream instead of a full network stack. The change involves two








Click checks the gates of all elements to make sure that all gates are con-
nected and nothing is connected twice; nevertheless, it is possible to wire elements
together in an order that Click will allow, but that will not function as intended.
An evaluation of the MaDMAN is presented in Section 3.10.
3.9.3 Integration with the Bundle Protocol
As mentioned previously, the Bundle Protocol shows great promise as a general pur-
pose application-layer protocol for delay-tolerant networks (DTNs) and has found
many adopters within the research community. As an application layer protocol,
domain-specific transport, network, routing, and lower-level protocols are also re-
quired to deliver bundles between nodes. In the Bundle Protocol specification, the
domain-specific protocols that support the Bundle Protocol are collectively referred
to as a convergence layer. A given system implementation might have several con-
vergence layers to choose from (for example UDP/IP/IP-Routing, TCP/IP/DSR-
Routing, TCP/IP/AODV-Routing, etc.) and it is generally the network designers
job to choose the correct one. We wanted MaDMAN to be able to act as a flex-
ible and reconfigurable convergence layer for DTNs, thus allowing for the Bundle
Protocol as one of many possible application layer protocols. We provide such an
implementation, dubbed the Click Convergence Layer [51] for the popular DTN2
Bundle Protocol reference implementation [8] and present a performance compari-
son between our Click-based convergence layer and native DTN2 convergence layers
in Section 3.10. The following presents the design and implementation of the Click
Convergence Layer.
Designing the Click convergence layer (ClickCL) was challenging for a num-
ber of reasons. First, we needed to understand the interface between the DTN2 and
its convergence layers, which in practice is not as clean as RFC5050 would lead one
to believe. Additionally, unlike monolithic convergence layers which exist entirely
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within the DTN2 codebase, ours must interface DTN2 to a separate process (since
Click runs as a standalone process). Therefore we needed to design a protocol to
interface DTN2 (itself a multi-threaded process) and Click by means of inter-process
communication. We also needed to split the functionality of the convergence layer
between the Click Convergence Layer Adapter (ClickCLA) which runs in DTN2 and
Click itself.
Another fundamental problem was deciding what services to include in the
interface between the DTN2 and Click. The formal requirements put on any conver-
gence layer adapter regarding the sending and receiving of bundles are very open-
ended, and many convergence layers provide additional services. These additional
features lead to more elaborate integration of the CLA with the DTN2 implemen-
tation. Since we wanted to ensure that any conceivable convergence layer could be
built using the ClickCL, we needed to design an open-ended interface that could be
easily extended. To accomplish this we designed a control protocol to carry such
metadata between Click and DTN2. To demonstrate the viability of this implemen-
tation, we present an example convergence layer using the ClickCL, the details of
which are covered next.
Since Click does not provide such a well-documented API to external appli-
cations, the Click Convergence Layer Adapter within DTN2 (ClickCLA) cannot call
Click’s functions directly. Instead, the ClickCLA must transfer the bundles to Click
by other means of inter-process communication. We designate two separate channels
to transfer bundles between the bundle daemon and Click: a control channel, which
carries control messages and information about incoming and outgoing bundles, and
a shared memory “channel” for the transfer the actual bundles. We chose POSIX
shared memory mapping to transmit bundles since they can be up to 2GB in size
according to the bundle protocol specification, and it is the most efficient way to
handle such large data chunks. This design, shown in Figure 3.10, puts an extra
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Figure 3.10: Architecture of the Click Convergence Layer
burden on our Click module to recognize the bundle format and primary bundle
block header. DTN2 provides two calls, produce() and consume(), to receive
and send bundles in increments appropriately chosen by the convergence layer mod-
ule without the convergence layer having to worry about the format or content of
the bundle.
In order to test the Click Covergence Layer, we implemented a custom MaD-
MAN configuration. For the purposes of testing against an existing DTN2 con-
vergence layer, we constructed a UDP stack entirely in Click to compare against
DTN2’s internal UDP Convergence Layer (UDPCL), which itself uses the native
Linux UDP implementation. Figure 3.10 depicts our MaDMAN stack configuration
to test the ClickCL module. The grey elements in the figure (UDPIPEncap, IP
Fragment, and EtherEncap) are all elements available in the default Click instal-
lation. Together, they package all incoming packets into a UDP datagram and send
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it out via the wireless interface. In addition to using these elements, we have added
the BundleInterface, which passes bundles and control messages to and from
the bundle daemon, and the Beaconer, which provides neighbor discovery through
the use of beacons from which a table of currently connected nodes is built. This
beaconing feature is not provided by the native UDPCL.
The Click Convergence Layer Adapter
A Convergence Layer Adapter passes outgoing bundles onto the network and receives
incoming bundles from the network. ClickCLA is the DTN2’s interface to Click and
provides the functionality of a generic convergence layer. We defined a custom con-
trol protocol to communicate between the ClickCLA and the BundleInterface.
The interface currently supports four types of control messages:
BUNDLE READY, BUNDLE SENT, LINK UP, and LINK DOWN.
For our implementation, we chose to use the Linux universal TUN/TAP interface to
transmit the control messages between the BundleInterface and the ClickCLA
in the bundle daemon. To illustrate the functionality of the Click Convergence
Layer, we describe the process of sending one bundle between two nodes A and B.
• A generates a bundle destined for B, but since they are not connected, the
bundle gets queued by the bundle daemon
• B moves in range and A’s Beaconer discovers B
• The Beaconer notifies the BundleInterface of a new link
• The BundleInterface generates a LINK UP control message and sends it
to ClickCLA
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• The ClickCLA creates a link in the bundle daemon for node B and adds a
next-hop route to the bundle daemon’s routing table
• A sends the bundle destined for B out on the newly available link through the
ClickCLA
• The ClickCLA copies the bundle into a shared memory block and sends the
block’s identifier in a BUNDLE READY control message to the BundleInterface
• The BundleInterface receives the BUNDLE READY message, processes
the bundle into a Click packet, and passes it down to the UDPIPEncap, which
encapsulates the bundle in a UDP frame, and again in an IP frame
• The IPFragmenter fragments the packet into MTU-sized chunks, adds its
own headers, and passes it to the EtherEncap element to encapsulate the
fragments into an Ethernet frame
• EtherEncap passes the ready packets to the wireless driver, which sends it
on the network
The IP fragments are then reassembled, the headers are stripped, and the
bundle is delivered by B’s Click instance to B’s bundle daemon in a similar fash-
ion. When the two nodes part ways, the Beaconer times out their connection
and LINK DOWN messages are generated by both parties to disable the links and
remove the routes. For the purposes of sending and receiving bundles, the function-
ality of our Click-based UDP convergence layer is identical to that of the native UDP
convergence layer, and thus they are interoperable with one another. Additionally,
the Click-based UDPCL is really just a particular configuration of MaDMAN, and
thus is completely modular and easy to modify, add, or remove functionality from.
In contrast, one would have to delve into the UDP implementation within the Linux
kernel to modify the native UDPCL. Changing any Click-based convergence layer
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requires only simple manipulation of existing elements or inclusion of new custom
elements in the processing stream.
As mentioned previously, we evaluated the performance of this new conver-
gence layer for the DTN2 reference implementation against an internal convergence
layer in order to show that the associated shared memory and inter-process com-
munication overhead is within acceptable bounds for operation in real-world delay-
tolerant networks. This evaluation is covered next in Section 3.10.
3.10 MaDMAN Evaluation
This section covers the validation of MaDMAN using the Pharos mobile computing
testbed [53]. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the Pharos testbed itself, whereas the
hardware and software configuration used for these evaluations are covered below.
The section is presented in two parts; first we provide an evaluation of the Bundle
Protocol convergence layer implementation described above, and second we present
an evaluation of the main MaDMAN implementation. Both are relevant if the
MaDMAN-style architecture is to be accepted as a viable alternative to existing
monolithic delay-tolerant network middlwares.
3.10.1 Evaluating the Click Convergence Layer for the Bundle Pro-
tocol Reference Implementation
To evaluate our Click convergence layer, we sought to do a performance test against
a native convergence layer. We built a UDP convergence layer in Click that is analo-
gous to the UDP convergence layer in the bundle daemon and tested the performance
of each in both a wireless and wired environment.
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Figure 3.11: Bundle Delivery Ratios
Wireless Experiments
Our wireless experimental setup consists of two nodes with VIA NR10kEG nano-
ITX motherboards, 1GHz VIA C7 processors, and 1GB DDR2 RAM each equipped
with Atheros 802.11bg wireless cards. The computers themselves are identical to
the computers on the Proteus nodes of the Pharos Mobile Computing Testbed. In
all wireless tests, the nodes were placed 10 feet apart in an indoor lab space.
We used the dtnsource and dtnsink applications to generate fixed size
bundles at regular intervals and record bundle receptions at the destination. Both
programs are distributed with DTN2. Though the UDPCL encapsulates bundles
in UDP datagrams, which have a maximum size of 65kB, we found that using
anything larger than 48kB bundles resulted in a throughput of close to 0 due to the
high probability that at least one fragment of the complete UDP frame would be
lost during transfer. Therefore we used 48kB bundles in all of our tests.
We ran several tests with the source creating bundles with 100ms, per 50ms,
per 10ms, and 0ms pauses between bundles. Figure 3.11 shows the delivery ratios
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Figure 3.12: Transmission Rates in kB/s
for one set of such tests. Our results were consistent between different tests. In
all cases, the Click convergence layer implementing UDP, denoted ClickCL(UDP)
in the graphs, delivered a larger percentage of the bundles than the native UDP
convergence layer. We sought to understand why this might the case, since the per-
formance should have been nearly identical. We discovered that the ClickCL(UDP)
has a much less bursty transmission rate at the wireless card than the native UD-
PCL, which we suspect contributes to the successful delivery and reassembly of more
UDP datagrams.
Figure 3.12 shows the transmission rates at the wireless card for an exper-
iment in which dtnsource was not throttled. We observed this phenomenon in all
of the tests, but it was especially evident when the bundle creation rate was not
throttled. We do not plot the receiver’s data rate since it is nearly identical to the
transmitter’s. We hypothesize that Click’s smoother transmission rate is a side-
effect of the extra processing it must do over the native UDP implementation of
the kernel and the polling nature of the Click wireless device driver interface. This
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Figure 3.13: Bundle Delivery Latencies (800 48kB Bundles)
seems to have a positive effect on packet delivery ratios when using unreliable pro-
tocols over lossy channels. We do not claim this as a contribution of our work, but
it is an interesting result nonetheless.
We also used dtnsink to study bundle delivery latency. Figure 3.13 shows the
number of bundles received by dtnsink every second for the same test as Figure 3.12.
The diamonds and circles indicate the number of bundles delivered for UDPCL
and ClickCL(UDP) respectively, and the lines indicate the total number of bundles
received up to that point in the test. Note the logarithmic y-axis. This graph shows
that DTN2 with UDPCL delivers bundles to dtnsink about as fast as the source
can send them, with little delay. The ClickCL(UDP) has a much longer latency
for processing incoming bundles and delivering them to the dtnsink application. In
fact, as you can see in Figure 3.12, the transmission of packets (and the receipt of
them at the receiver’s wireless card) is finished approximately 60 seconds into the
test, whereas ClickCL(UDP) continues to deliver bundles to dtnsink until around
250 seconds. However, due to its less-bursty transmission rate, the ClickCL(UDP)
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convergence layer was able to deliver more of the 48kB bundles.
We discovered that incoming bundles, although processed very quickly by
Click, and copied very quickly to shared memory, were experiencing long delays be-
cause of the design of the ClickCLA in the bundle daemon, which spent a lot of time
working through the queue of control packets to process all of the available bundles.
We suspect that this is due mostly to our decision to encapsulate control packets into
Ethernet frames and pass them between the ClickCLA and the BundleInterface
in click via the TUN/TAP device in Linux. Though this seemed like a simple way
to accomplish the exchange of control packets, and allowed us to reuse existing code
from other DTN2 convergence layers, it introduces unnecessary delays in the pro-
cessing of incoming bundle data while the frames are delivered by the TUN/TAP
device and processed by the ClickCLA.
Wired Experiments
Our wired experiments were designed to test the maximum performance of DTN2
with the two UDP convergence layers. We had reason to believe that the act of send-
ing and receiving bundles through the API incurs a non-trivial amount of overhead,
so we designed the experiment to isolate the performance of the CL independent
of the API. Our results led to some interesting discoveries about what happens
when convergence layers are overloaded. Our experimental setup consisted of seven
nodes: three sources, three sinks, and one central “choke-point” or “hub” node as
illustrated in Figure 3.14.
Since the central hub node does not have to pass bundles through the DTN2
API, its performance is only a function of the CL’s ability to send and receive
bundles, and the BPA’s ability to process them. Because it handles three unthrottled
flows of bundles at once, we are sure to test the maximum performance of the
stack. In this experiment we used Dell Studio Hybrids with Intel T8100 2.1 GHz
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Figure 3.14: Wired ClickCL Evaluation Setup
CPUs connected to a single Gigabit Ethernet switch. We used the dtnsource and
dtnsink applications to generate and dispose of bundles. In this experiment, each
source generated 2000 48kB bundles destined for its sink.










Figure 3.16: Experiment Scenario
Figure 6.14 illustrates the performance of the native DTN2 UDPCL in a
typical experiment. The upper plot shows the transmit rate of the three source
nodes and the receive and transmit rates of the hub node. We immediately notice
that the hub node is receiving bundles at a much higher rate than it is transmitting
them. This leads to a backlog of bundles on the hub node. We also notice that the
hub’s transmit rate is higher when it is done receiving bundles from the sources.
What is surprising is that the hub node’s pending bundles list continues to grow for
at least several seconds after the sources stop transmitting. This indicates that a
considerable backlog of incoming data is queued by the UDP stack, and this data is
processed as incoming bundles are accepted by the BPA.
Running the same test using the ClickCL(UDP) on all the nodes, we observed
about a 4x degradation in throughput for these high-speed wired tests. As observed
in our wireless tests, the cause seems to be that when the stack is heavily loaded,
our control messages between the Click CLA and Click are delayed considerably.
3.10.2 MaDMAN Evaluation
To evaluate the MaDMAN implementation described in Section 3.9, we used the
Pharos testbed. The Click MaDMAN implementation and the configuration files
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Figure 3.17: The Experimental Setup
we used for these experiments are available at http://mpc.ece.utexas.edu/
madman. We used three of the Proteus nodes shown in Figure 2.2, whose mobility
is provided by a customized Traxxas Stampede (see Section 2.1.1 for a detailed de-
scription of the hardware setup). Although the robots can navigate using GPS, we
performed these experiments indoors on a smaller scale for ease of control and re-
producibility. We relied on the Proteus’s ability to move (fairly) straight on smooth
surfaces.
We used the three nodes to create a small-scale delay-tolerant network; the
spatial and timing characteristics of the experimental environment are shown in Fig-
ure 3.16. To ensure node disconnections (and re-connections) in a 40 foot hallway,
we had to attenuate the radios’ transmit power. We accomplished this through a
combination of a modified ipw2200 Linux Intel wifi driver that allowed us to set
the transmit power of the wireless cards to 3dBm and aluminum foil around the
antennae. The combination gave us a connection range of between five and fifteen
feet, depending on the channel characteristics; for our experiments, we were able
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to reliably establish connections within five feet and to guarantee a node moving
down the hallway would eventually disconnect from one at the end of the hall-
way. Each experiment consists of a stationary data sink, a mobile data source, and
a mobile data mule. Only the mobile data source creates data packets. Specifi-
cally, MaDMAN’s Source module (see Figure 3.9) generated 1448B packets at an
experiment-specific rate. In all experiments, epidemic beacon packets of size 64B
were sent every 200 milliseconds, and the epidemic disconnection time-out interval
was set to 700 milliseconds.
3.10.3 Mobility Pattern
We used the same mobility pattern in all of the results we discuss in this paper. At
the beginning of the experiment, both the mobile data source and the stationary sink
nodes are next to each other and connected. In this situation, MaDMAN chooses to
send all of the data packets generated by the Source application via TCP. At t = 15
seconds, the source node begins moving towards the data mule at the other end of
the hallway at a speed of 1 foot/second. It eventually disconnects from the sink
node; due to the reduced quality of data delivery, MaDMAN swaps the connection
underpinnings from using TCP over a reliable routing stack to using UDP over an
epidemic routing stack. Around t = 55 seconds, the mobile data source arrives
at the other end of the hallway and connects to the mobile data mule. The source
node generates packets at the specified rate for the entire duration of the experiment;
because the application’s connection is engaged in epidemic routing, the mobile data
source sends queued packets to the mobile data mule with the optimistic hope that
it will encounter the data sink before the source is connected to it again. At t = 135
seconds, the mobile data mule begins to move in the direction of the stationary data
sink, again at a speed of 1 foot/second. The mobile source node follows 40 seconds
later at t = 175. When the mobile data source reconnects to the sink directly,
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MaDMAN responds by switching the connection’s supporting protocol stack back
to the reliable TCP one. The state from the delay-tolerant network stack is used
to bootstrap the new TCP connection, which ultimately continues the application’s
communication session from the last packet the stationary data sink received from
the mobile data mule.
3.10.4 Results
In this section, we provide results for two sets of experiments executed using the
setup described above. These two experiments differ in the rate with which packets
are generated by the Source module; the first experiment generated 1448B packets
at a fixed rate of 10 packets per second, while the second experiment generated
1448B packets at a fixed rate of 100 packets per second. For simplicity in viewing
the results, we show results from only one run each of these experiments; results
were consistent across multiple runs. Each experiment was run once using only
the reliable TCP network stack without any intelligent swapping of the underlying
communication protocol structure and once with MaDMAN’s stack swapping capa-
bilities in place, with the connection support changing as described in the previous
section. Figure 3.18 shows the results of these experiments. In the figures, the dia-
monds represent packets delivered by the reliable TCP-based stack, and the squares
are packets delivered by the delay-tolerant UDP stack with epidemic routing.
MaDMAN enables “early” delivery of disconnected data. In the
first experiment, the data rate was slow enough that both approaches were able to
deliver all of the data the application generated by the end of the experiment. In
this case the adaptive nature of MaDMAN does not improve the packet delivery
ratio or the throughput as measured over the entire experiment window. However,
as Figure 3.18(c) shows, MaDMAN’s adaptive stacks do deliver a set of packets





















































































































































(d) Adaptive (100 packets/second)
Figure 3.18: Packets delivered vs. Time
mobile data source’s return. Specifically, the data mule delivered 1035 data packets
approximately 40 seconds in advance of the mobile data source’s return to connec-
tivity with the stationary data sink (as indicated by the peak in the adaptive data
around 150 seconds into the experiment). In general, this result demonstrates that,
while using a reliable connectivity infrastructure is ideal when possible, the use of an
opportunistic communication structure when the reliable one becomes unavailable
can improve the delay incurred in the delivery of application data packets.
MaDMAN improves application-level throughput through oppor-
tunistic delivery. In the second experiment, the Source module in MaDMAN
generated approximately 150KB of data per second (100 packets of size 1448B per
second). This data rate was high enough that the TCP connection alone could
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not reliably deliver all of the generated application data. Figure 3.18(b) shows the
results when only the reliable TCP stack was employed; in this experiment, the
sink node received only 38% of the total generated application data. The remainder
of the data was lost almost exclusively due to buffer overflows resulting from the
high rate of data generation. On the other hand, Figure 3.18(d) shows the results
when MaDMAN adapted the communication implementation in response to the
experiment’s changing operating conditions. In this case, the two modes of com-
munication combined to deliver a total of 65% of the total generated application
data, a significant improvement over TCP alone. The degree to which epidemic
delivery of packets by a data mule can improve throughput is heavily dependent
on the sizes of the epidemic data buffers, which in the case of this experiment were
not a performance-limiting factor. In general, this experiment’s results show that
intelligently swapping the communication implementation in a mixed delay-tolerant
mobile ad hoc network can have a significant impact on the total throughput of
application data.
3.11 Conclusions based on MaDMAN Experiments
Our two part evaluation of MaDMAN in the Pharos testbed has shown that the
benefits of dynamically adjusting the communication paradigm that supports an
application’s ongoing communication sessions include decreasing the overall delay
and increasing throughput. In this section, we discuss a few points that arose in the
execution of our evaluation.
First, we have demonstrated that our Click-based implementation of the
MaDMAN middleware can easily run on commodity hardware. MaDMAN’s modu-
lar design ensures its independence from any particular protocol implementations.
We have demonstrated the middleware using Click’s interface to the TCP implemen-
tation in the Linux stack and our own implementation of the popular delay-tolerant
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epidemic routing protocol. Other protocols implemented within Click or with inter-
faces to Click can be integrated in a similar manner. We have also demonstrated
that MaDMAN interoperatures with the Bundle Protocol by showing that it can act
as a fully capable convergence layer for the Bundle Protocol Reference Implementa-
tion. This is an important objective if the MaDMAN architecture is to be accepted
as a viable architecture by the delay-tolerant network community.
At a more detailed level, we found that when we pushed the packet generation
rate much beyond 100 packets per second, the results became inconsistent between
runs due to internal buffer limitations within the Click framework; the buffers that
hold data destined from one internal element to another experienced queue-drops
due to the latency of handling the data load within Click itself. We also found a wide
variation in the time it took for two nodes to reconnect to each other once they were
within communication range. In some extreme cases, the nodes required up to a
minute after entering each other’s radio range to establish link-level communication.
We are confident that these are not bugs in the MaDMAN implementation, but
external limitations due to our choice of framework (Click) and the Linux ad-hoc
device driver implementations.
In the testbed evaluation, our experiments showed positive results with re-
spect to two metrics: 1) we enabled early delivery of application data that was
generated in the disconnected state, and 2) we increased the total throughput in
high traffic situations by opportunistically delivering data when the source and sink
were not directly connected. We were able to show these significant benefits even
given the simplistic nature of the experimental setup. Specifically, the mobile data
source remained disconnected from the stationary data sink only for about three and
a half minutes; it is easy to imagine situations where the source node is operating
in the opportunistic mode for much longer, in which case MaDMAN’s benefits will
be amplified. In addition, we used only a single data mule to deliver opportunistic
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data. In larger mixed delay-tolerant mobile ad hoc networks, it is likely that several
mobile nodes will be able to ferry opportunistic data among sources and sinks, which
would also increase the benefits of the MaDMAN middleware.
3.12 Research Contributions
This chapter makes the following research contribution:
Research Task 1: We develop an architecture for dynamic connection migration
in delay-tolerant networks and demonstrate its utility on a real system. We
designed and built two prototypes to examine the benefits and trade-offs using
two separate evaluation environments (network emulation using real hardware
and software, and real world, small-scale, indoor testbed evaluation using au-
tonomous robots). These two architectures and subsequent prototypes allow
us to focus our efforts in two important ways. First, they offer insight about
what types of network stack adaptations are beneficial, and even where in the
networks stack the adaptations should be implemented to most benefit delay-
tolerant network systems with the least overall system complexity. Second,
they focus our efforts in designing context sensing and aggregation strategies
by offering insight into how such software should integrate with the system.
3.13 Impact
Our work in this chapter is, to our knowledge, the first to define an architecture for
general-purpose context-based network stack adaptation for delay-tolerant networks.
Context-informed stack reconfiguration using modular stack elements has not been
attempted for delay-tolerant network stack compositions, and these experiments
represent the first results in this space. We were also the first to define a general
purpose convergence layer interface between the DTN2 Reference Implementation
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and the Click Modular Router [51]—this particular work led to a best paper award
at the 2010 Conference on Extreme Communication, a delay-tolerant networking
conference.
3.14 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented two unique architectures, the DynSS network stack-swapping
concept and the the MaDMAN architecture. Both enable adaptive communication
infrastructure in mixed delay-tolerant and mobile ad hoc networks. To handle and
take advantage of the changing operating conditions that applications in these dy-
namic environments experience, we enable the intelligent exchange of the protocol
stacks that implement a communication session in the middle of an ongoing ses-
sion. Both DynSS and MaDMAN accomplish this in ways that are seamless from
the application’s perspective. Our treatment of delay-tolerant networks as chang-
ing environments that must be supported by a combination of traditional ad-hoc
networking protocols and delay-tolerant network-specific protocols is, to our knowl-
edge, unique. The approaches presented in this chapter are a fundamental step in
smoothly integrating DTN technologies and benefits into our existing mobile com-
puting infrastructure. They prove—from a systems perspective—that such adapta-
tions are beneficial and possible using commodity hardware and furthermore that
they can be integrated with existing work in DTNs.
However, this is not yet a complete solution. The information used to trigger
the stack swapping or re-composition must be sensed from the DTN environment.
So far we have assumed an omniscient perspective with respect to the points at
which the transition between protocols should occur. How this can be actually





In this chapter we will design and build a context-sensing framework for delay-
tolerant networks. We build on the work of Chapter 3, where we showed that context
awareness can benefit nodes in delay-tolerant networks by allowing them to adapt
their communications to changing network conditions. Specifically, in Chapter 3 we
looked at swapping network stacks between “conventional” stacks built for ad-hoc
network environments, and delay-tolerant network stacks based on DTN-specific
routing and transport protocols. This adaptation has to be informed by awareness
of networking conditions (e.g., network context.) In this chapter we examine how
this context can be collected and interpreted to effect systems changes.
Our approach consists of two parts. First, since network resources are par-
ticularly scarce in delay-tolerant environments, we examine how network context
be collected efficiently [49]. Second, we examine how to store and share context
and expose it to allow for the implementation of context-based adaptation algo-
rithms. To accomplish this, we design and build a general purpose framework for
context collection, aggregation, sharing, and adaptation and prove its utility on a
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real system. This chapter starts with a brief overview of context and potential uses
for context in adapting communication. We present our work on efficient context
sensing in Section 4.2, and the design and implementation of a general purpose con-
text framework in Setion 4.3. We also provide a compelling use case for context,
even in non-traditional delay-tolerant networks [50], in Section 4.4, treating areas of
bad connectivity in cellular networks as a sort of delay-tolerant region and showing
that, through the application of context and delay-tolerant transport and routing
concepts, we can improve the coverage and capacity of cellular networks.
In the next chapter (Chapter 5), we use the context framework and the
lessons learned from Chapter 3 to implement a complete context-aware delay-tolerant
system and present an evaluation of context-based adaptation in a real delay-tolerant
environment in Chapter 6.
4.1 Context and its Uses
As we have alluded to previously in this dissertation, there are many types of context,
and many ways in which context can be used to adapt network communications.
With respect to acquiring and using context, there are two key issues: (i) what
context to acquire and (ii) how to distribute and respond to context. There are
many mechanisms for sensing, storing, and aggregating context. The key questions
are what types of context information are useful for a given networking scenario, and
how that context information should affect protocol behavior. For example, when a
network cache relies on opportunistic node contacts, context may include knowledge
about contact patterns (e.g., duration of contacts or number of unique contacts) in
order to prioritize who to forward data to. Alternatively, when multiple users are
requesting the same data, context may include aggregate activities of local groups
of nodes in order to more efficiently utilize network resources. We give additional
concrete examples in Table 4.1. In this chapter we focus on general mechanisms
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Type of Context Examples Usage
System Context battery level, charging selectively enable/disable a
status, CPU load, clients participation in mobile
free memory caching and content sharing
Network Context network type, roaming can influence sharing patterns;
status, calling status, enables content prediction, which
WiFi state is required for advanced delivery
Location Context GPS location, speed, can provide common mobility
heading patterns for prediction
Aggregate Context common activities, servers can learn popular
social connections locations for caches and
popular data to cache
Data Context creation time, data influence which data can be
size, time-to-live, off-loaded depending on the
priority labels network cache capabilities
Table 4.1: Potentially Useful Concrete Context Metrics
to efficiently collect context, and a general-purpose framework for context-based
adaptation. This enables a wide variety of approaches using a wide variety of context
types, including those listed in Table 4.1, and potentially many more.
4.2 Passive Context Sensing for Delay-Tolerant Net-
works
Adaptive delay-tolerant protocols and applications are heavily dependent on the
availability and accuracy of contextual information. However, there is a trade-off
between accurate context sensing and resource utilization. This is especially impor-
tant in regards to network resources, which can be expensive in terms of battery
usage, and a limited, shared commodity that many devices must share. Traditional
mechanisms for collecting context rely on active metrics, or metrics that gener-
ate additional network traffic in order to measure context (for example latency) or
at the very least exchange information such as location (for example to measure
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node mobility). However, much useful context can be measured through passive
means by eavesdropping on existing network traffic. Passive sensing is beneficial
in that it conserves the already precious bandwidth available in challenged net-
working situations. We examine passive context sensing for delay-tolerant networks
and find—unsurprisingly—that passive metrics are not as accurate as their actively
sensed counterparts. However, several metrics can be correlated (for example packet
error rate and load) to increase the sensing accuracy. We create a Passive Sensing
Suite to facilitate the development of passively sensed context estimators, and find
through experimentation that passively sensed metrics can be good estimators of
their actively sensed counterparts. The rest of the this section is organized as fol-
lows. Section 4.2.1 presents an overview of our work on passive context sensing,
and Section 4.2.2 provides related work in the area. Section 4.2.3 covers the design
and implementation of our passive context sensing framework as well as the specific
metrics themselves, and finally Section 4.2.4 provides an evaluation of the passive
context suite.
4.2.1 Passive Context Sensing Overview
The ability to respond to the condition of the network is crucial in DTNs. Network-
awareness is especially important for protocol adaptation as it allows communication
protocols to change their behavior in response to the immediate network conditions
or the available network resources. Network context can also be used directly by
applications, for example to change the fidelity of the data transmitted when the
available bandwidth changes.
Traditional means of measuring context are active in that they generate extra
control messages or require nodes to exchange meta-information. Metrics that report
message latency require nodes to exchange ping messages, measuring the amount of
latency these messages experience. Traditional measures for determining the degree
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of mobility in a mobile network require nodes to periodically exchange location and
velocity information. The extra network traffic these mechanisms generate places
an increased burden on the already taxed network, making it difficult to justify the
use of context-awareness in the common case. If the overhead of sensing context
information can be reduced, the benefit of the availability of the information is
increased.
We define a framework for defining passively sensed context metrics based
on network eavesdropping. Our approach focuses on sensing context with zero ad-
ditional communication overhead. Our context metrics do not provide the exact
measure of context that their active counterparts may provide, but we demonstrate
the measures’ fidelities match traditional measures of context. We use this frame-
work to create instantiations of three common network context measures. For each
of these metrics, we evaluate the specificity of the passively sensed context metric
with respect to a simulated ground truth. Our work shows that passive sensing
of network context can inexpensively provide information about the state of the
network and that, especially when these metrics are correlated with each other, en-
able adaptive applications in delay-tolerant environments where traditional active
context sensing is cumbersome.
4.2.2 Related Work in Passive Context Sensing
Much work has focused on supporting software engineering needs through frame-
works and middleware that provide programming abstractions for acquiring and re-
sponding to context. For example, Hydrogen [20] defines a completely decentralized
architecture for managing and serving context information. Hydrogen’s abstractions
are unconcerned with how context is sensed; clearly, performing context acquisition
efficiently is important to the success of such a framework. Many other projects
have also looked at reducing the cost of context sensing. Several of these take an
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application-oriented perspective, identifying what high-level information the appli-
cation desires and only acquiring information necessary to support an application’s
desired fidelity [70]. SeeMon [27] reduces the cost of context by only reporting
changes in context; other time- and event-based approaches also limit overhead this
way [13].
Active network monitoring has been explicitly separated from passive net-
work monitoring. Komodo [56] defines passive context sensing as any mechanism
that does not add network overhead. Komodo requires knowledge of the entire
network (even, and especially, network links not currently in use), so the project
implements an active sensing approach. Given that we focus on mobile networks
based on wireless communication, we promote an approach that takes advantage of
the inherent broadcast nature of communication, passively gathering information
about links that may not be present at the application level. Passive measure-
ment of network properties has been explored in a scheme that uses perceived signal
strength to adapt a routing protocol [5]. This approach requires that nodes are
able to easily discern the signal strength of incoming packets and relies on the use
of protocols that already send periodic “hello” messages to monitor their neighbor
set, which adds network overhead. A different approach monitors packet traffic to
provide routing protocols information about packets dropped at the TCP layer [73].
This information allows protocols to more quickly respond to route failures. We
undertake a similar approach in this work but focus on gathering a local measure of
network properties instead of boosting performance on a particular end-to-end flow.
These related projects lay the foundation for our work in developing a com-
prehensive framework for passively sensing network context information. These
previous projects have demonstrated 1) a need for context information to enable
adaptive communication protocols and applications; 2) a requirement for the acqui-
sition of context to be extensible and easy to incorporate into applications; and 3) a
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Figure 4.1: Architecture for Passive Context Sensing
desire to accomplish both of the above with low network communication overhead.
4.2.3 Passive Context Sensing Framework Design
In this section, we introduce a framework for adding passive context sensing into
delay-tolerant network architectures, as well as the metrics we have implemented.
A schematic of our architecture is shown in Fig. 4.1.
Physical and MAC layer implementations handle packet reception and trans-
mission. Our framework inserts itself in two places: first between the MAC layer
and the routing layer, and second above the routing layer before the application.
The former point serves as an interceptor that allows eavesdropping on existing
communication. The information overheard through this interceptor will be used
to infer various context metrics as described below. The portion of the framework
inserted between the routing and application layers exposes the passively-sensed
context information to the application, enabling it to adapt to the current context.
Passive Metrics: Some Examples. The following three metrics each
measure a dynamic condition of the physical or network environment. In all three
cases, the sensed information can be useful to communication protocols that adapt
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their transmission rates or patterns, and to applications that adapt high-level be-
haviors.
Network load. The simplest metric in our passive metric suite provides a
direct measure of the local traffic on the network. Adapting to this information,
applications can prioritize network operations, throttling communication of low im-
portance when the network traffic is high. Communication protocols can also change
routing or discovery heuristics in response to changing amounts of network traffic
to avoid collisions.
Network density. In dynamic DTNs, a node’s one-hop neighbors can con-
stantly change, and applications can adapt their behavior in response. When the
number of neighbors is high, common behaviors can increase collisions and therefore
communication delay, while when the number of one-hop neighbors is low, conserva-
tive communication can lead to dropped packets and loss of perceived connectivity.
To most easily measure the local network density, nodes exchange periodic hello
messages with one-hop neighbors. While some protocols already incur this expense,
adding proactive behavior to completely reactive protocols can be expensive. We
devise a metric for passively sensing network density regardless of the behavior of
the underlying protocol(s).
Network Dynamics. Our final example passive metric measures the mobility
of a node relative to its neighbors. Traditional measures of relative mobility require
nodes to periodically exchange velocity information. We approximate this notion of
relative mobility by eavesdropping on communication packets to discern information
about links that break. We show how this simple and efficient metric can correlate
well with the physical mobility degree in dynamic mobile ad hoc networks.
The Specificity of Passive Metrics. A major hurdle in passively sensing
context information is ensuring that the quality of the measurement sensed passively
(or the context specificity) closely approximates the value that could have been
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sensed actively for increased cost. This may differ from the actual value for the
context metric since even active metrics may not exactly reflect the state of the
environment. For each of the passive metrics we define, we generate its context
specificity by comparing its performance to a reasonable corresponding active metric
(if one exists). This not only allows us to determine whether the particular passive
metric is or will be successful, but it also helps us tune our approaches to achieve
better specificity.
Adaptation Based on Passive Metrics. One of the most important com-
ponents of our framework is its ability to make passively sensed context information
available to applications and network protocols. As shown in Fig. 4.1, we provide an
interface that delivers passively sensed context directly from the sensing framework.
4.2.4 Passive Context Sensing Framework Implementation and Eval-
uation
To acquire context information at no network cost and little computation and stor-
age cost, we created a passive network suite in C++. Our implementation takes
network packets received at a node, “intercepts” them, and examines their details,
all without altering the packets or their processing by the nodes. Our implementa-
tion also provides an event-based interface through which applications can receive
information about passively sensed context. We describe the concrete architecture
and implementation of our passive metric suite and look in detail at the specifics of
our three sample metrics.
Implementing Passive Metrics. Fig. 4.2 depicts our implemented passive
context sensing framework. Solid arrows represent the movement of packets. Specif-
ically, packets no longer pass directly from the radio to the MAC layer or from the
MAC layer to the network layer; instead they first pass through the passive context
sensing framework. Dashed arrows indicate potential uses of the passively sensed
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Figure 4.2: Implementation of Passive Context Sensing Suite
context in the form of event registrations and callbacks.
In our passive sensing suite, the interceptor (passive sensing in the figure)
eavesdrops on every received packet. For each of the passively sensed metrics, the
framework generates an estimate of the metric’s value based on the information from
the data packets in a specified time interval, ν. This time interval can be different for
each passively sensed metric depending on its sensitivity in a particular environment.
To define a passive metric, a new handler for the metric must be provided that can
parse a received packet. The handler defines its own data structures to manage the
necessary storage between estimation events. When any packet is intercepted, a
copy is passed to the handler for each instantiated metric, and the handler updates
its data structures.
Each new metric must also define an estimator that operates on the context
information stored in the metric’s data structure and generates a new estimate.
When the passive framework is instantiated, each metric is provided a time interval
for estimation (ν). The framework then calls the metric’s estimator every ν time
steps to generate a new metric estimate. Larger intervals result in lowered sens-




For each metric, our interceptor takes as input the sensed context value at time t
and the estimated value at time t − ν and creates an estimate of the next value of
the time series. For each metric, this results in a moving average, in which previous
values are discounted based on a weight factor γ provided for each metric. When γ
is 0, a new estimate for time t is based solely on information sensed in the interval
[t− ν, t].
Network Load. Network load can be sensed directly by measuring the
amount of traffic the node generates and forwards. The network load metric’s han-
dler eavesdrops on every received packet, logging the packet’s size in a buffer. To
generate an estimate, the metric’s estimator function simply totals the number of
bytes seen in the interval ν and adjusts the moving average accordingly. Specifically,
the network load metric nl i of a node i is defined as the total of the sizes of the
packets that the node has seen within a given time window [t− ν, t]:
nl i(t) = γnl i(t− ν) + (1− γ)nlmi (t− ν)
where nlmi (t − ν) denotes the total size of packets seen by the node in the time
interval [t− ν, t] (i.e., the measured value).
Network Density. Our second metric measures a node’s network density,
or its number of neighbors. This metric’s handler examines each packet and logs
the MAC address of the sender. When the estimator is invoked at time t, it tallies
the number of unique MAC addresses logged during [t− ν, t]. The network density
of a node i is estimated by calculating the number of distinct neighbors of the node:
nd i(t) = γnd i(t− ν) + (1− γ)ndmi (t− ν)
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where ndmi (t−ν) calculates the number of distinct neighbors observed in the previous
time window. Node i was isolated during [t− ν, t] when ndmi (t− ν) = 0.
Network Dynamics. Our third metric captures the relative dynamics sur-
rounding a particular node. This metric is, to some degree, a measure of how reliable
the surrounding network is. We can approximate this notion by eavesdropping on
communication packets to discern link quality [64]. A node can do this by observing
the quality of the received packets directly or by looking at the semantics of packets
that indicate link failures.
In the former case, a node observes packets transmitted by neighboring nodes
to determine the link quality lqji , which is a normalized representation ∈ [0, 1] of the
quality of the link from node j to node i:
lqji (t) = γlq
j
i (t− ν) + (1− γ)lq
j,avg
i (t− ν)
where lqj,avgi (t − ν) calculates the average of the link quality values of the packets
received from node j in the current window.
In our implementation, covered next, instead of directly measuring link qual-
ity, we rely on the presence of route error packets in the communication protocol
to indicate faulty links. The metric’s handler eavesdrops on every packet, counting
those indicating route errors. When the context estimator is invoked, it returns the
number of route error packets seen per second in the time interval [t− ν, t]:
lqji (t) = γlq
j
i (t− ν) + (1− γ)nre
j,m
i (t− ν)
where nrej,mi (t− ν) is the number of route error packets from j in [t− ν, t].
We implemented the passive sensing metrics using the Click Modular Router [36],and
we evaluated our implementation on autonomous robots from the Pharos Testbed.
The following describes our implementation, and our experimental setup and results.
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Figure 4.3: Click Passive Sensing Implementation
Implementation in Click. We implemented three context sensing ele-
ments, PCS Load, PCS Density, and PCS Dynamics, which implement the three
passive sensing metrics described in Section 4.2.4. Each element also has an exter-
nal handler to allow other elements or processes to retrieve the computed context
value. We have made our implementation available for download1. Fig. 4.3 shows
the configuration we used in our experiments. The three passive sensing elements
are connected such that all inbound packets are copied and processed by all three
elements; the copy of the packets is then discarded. Although it is possible to
configure Click to run as a kernel module so it can process the original packets in-
stead of copying them to user-space, this was an unnecessary optimization for our
experiments.
The Pharos Testbed. To fully evaluate our passive sensing implemen-
tation, we used the Pharos testbed [53], a highly capable mobile ad hoc network
testbed at the University of Texas at Austin that consists of autonomous mobile
robots called Proteus nodes [54]. We used eight of the Proteus nodes running Linux
v.2.6, each equipped with an Atheros 802.11b/g wireless radio. The robots navigate
autonomously using their onboard GPS and a digital compass.
1Our implementation is at http://mpc.ece.utexas.edu/passivesensing
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Figure 4.4: Waypoints for Experiments
Experimental setup. In addition to the passive context sensing suite, each
node was running the AODV routing protocol [38] implementation from Uppsala
University and sent UDP beacons to every other node at 1s or 10s intervals (de-
pending on the run). This beaconing was independent of the passive sensing suite,
and simply provided network load. Our reasoning for running AODV instead of a
delay-tolerant specific routing protocol is simple. Prior work established simulated
“ground-truth” metrics for the passive context metrics we implement, and these sim-
ulations used the AODV implementation from Uppsala University. Following suit
in our real-world implementation allowed us to directly compare the results we got
from the passive context suite with previously established results from simulation.
This allowed us to reason about the accuracy of our implementation in regards to
the prior work. We used two mobility patterns, a short pattern (shown in black in
Fig. 4.4), which took about 5 minutes to complete, and a long pattern (shown in
yellow), which took about 10 minutes 2. Each pattern had a series of longer jumps
punctuated by 2 series of tight winding curves. The robots were started 30 seconds
2Waypoints generated using http://www.gpsvisualizer.com
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apart and drove at 2m/s (though this varied based on course corrections and im-
perfect odometer calcuations), and the winding curves were designed to trap several
robots in the same area to ensure the formation of a dynamic ad hoc network. To
ensure occasional link-layer disconnections in our 150m x 200m space, we turned
the transmit power on the radios down to 1dBM (using the MadWiFi stack3).
Results. Fig. 4.5 shows values of the passively sensed metrics for one robot
navigating the longer mobility model with 1s beacon intervals, the weight factor
(γ) set to 0, and the time interval ([t − ν, t]) set to 10 seconds to better show the
instantaneous context values. Fig. 4.6 shows a different run with seven robots, the
beacon interval set to 10s (instead of 1s), and with each robot instantiating a 1MB
file transfer to one randomly chosen destination every 10 seconds. Seventy-eight
total file transfers were attempted, of which 43 succeeded and 35 eventually timed
out or were interrupted. Although the raw data is not extremely meaningful in
isolation, it does show the degree of variation of context observed by a single node
even in a small experiment. There are obvious correlations between node density
and load and node density and network dynamics that were evident in our real world
tests—some of this can be seen in the figures as well.
Comparing real-world results to simulation. To compare the real-world
experiments to the simulated results, we took the recorded GPS trace of the Proteus
nodes’ exact locations in time and created trace files that were compatible with
OMNeT++. In this way, we could simulate the exact mobility pattern executed
by the robots, including variation from the intended waypoints due to GPS and
compass error, steering misalignment, and speed corrections. Figs. 4.7 and 4.8
show the simulated results for the same node as Figure 4.5. We used the same
simulation setup as in the previous section, but we set the simulated transmit power
to 0.001mW in order to simulate the same number of neighbors on average for each
3http://madwifi.org/
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Figure 4.5: 8 nodes, 1s beacons, no file-tx
node—this value of 0.001mW was empirically determined by comparing simulations
with the observed number of neighbors from the real-world experiments. We were
able to correlate the node density between simulation and the real-world well on
average, but the number of route error packets seen by the nodes differ significantly.
We assume this is due to inaccuracies in the wireless model used in the OMNeT++
simulator.
Adapting to Passively Sensed Context. We have made our passively
sensed context metrics available through an event based interface. Upper-layer
protocols and applications can register to receive notifications of changes in passively
sensed context metrics and adapt in response. Nodes in delay-tolerant networks
must integrate with and respond to the environment and the network. Previous
work has demonstrated 1) a need for context information to enable this type of
expressive adaptation; 2) the ability to acquire context information with little cost;
3) the ability to easily integrate new context metrics as they emerge; and 4) software
frameworks that ease the integration of context information into applications and
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Figure 4.6: 7 nodes, 10s beacons, file-tx
Figure 4.7: Sim. vs. real world density
protocols. In this section, we have described a framework that achieves all of these
goals by enabling the passive sensing of network context. Our approach allows
context metrics to eavesdrop on communication in the network to estimate network
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Figure 4.8: Sim. vs. real world route errors
context with no additional overhead. We have shown that our framework can be
easily extended to incorporate new metrics and that the metrics we have already
included show good specificity for their target active metrics in both simulation
and a real network deployment. Additionally, we have shown that applications can
even adapt the context sensing framework by correlating the results of multiple
passively sensed context metrics. This information enables adaptive applications
and protocols in environments where active approaches are infeasible or undesirable
due to the extra network traffic they generate.
The next section takes a more systems-oriented approach to context and
presents a general framework that can not only take context provided by the Passive
Context Suite, but context from other sources as well to provide a unified framework
for context-based adaptation. In the next section we also discuss how to store and
share context, and how to provide mechanisms by which the context can be used to
affect system adaptations.
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4.3 The Context Agent Framework
Our prior work using context to inform stack adaptation decisions in opportunistic
ad-hoc networks (see Chapter 3) led us to work on a general systems framework
for context aggregation and context-based adaptation. Dubbed the Context Agent
Framework (CAF), this work satisfies the need for a generic way of aggregating
context information from various sources and sharing that information with various
applications. The scope of the framework is broad; it embodies several concepts:
• Context types and values cannot be entirely known a priori, therefore any
universal context solution must consider dynamic typing in order to remain
flexible to new context types.
• Broad categories of context exist (system, data, user, network, etc.) and
they each have appropriate aggregation strategies. A good context framework
allows for all such strategies to coexist in a single framework.
• Adding context-based adaptation strategies to a system should be straightfor-
ward and simple. Adding new context types and their associated collection,
aggregation, and (if useful) sharing mechanisms should as well.
• Any good context framework should support multiple programming abstrac-
tions, allowing for ease of use, as well as context sharing across multiple nodes
to allow for automatic context distribution.
With these concepts in mind, we have designed and implemented the Context
Agent Framework (CAF), a modular and flexible framework for collecting, aggre-
gating, sharing, and adapting to context. The following section presents the CAF
architecture and describes our design. Section 4.3.2 presents our implementation of
the CAF architecture as a multi-threaded user-space context daemon.
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Figure 4.9: Context Agent Framework Architecture
4.3.1 Context Agent Framework Architecture
The Context Agent Framework is a multi-threaded architecture comprised of one or
more Context Agents that either “produce” context updates (by sensing, aggrega-
tion, or both) or “consume” context to produce context-based system adaptations;
context agents can be both producers and consumers of context. Figure 4.9 shows
a high-level view of the CAF architecture. The framework is designed to run as
a privileged user-space process, and each element of the architecture is embodied
by one or more threads within the framework. This was done to provide concur-
rency among multiple context agents collecting independent context samples, as well
as to allow blocking within the implementation of any given agent. The following
describes the elements of our framework.
Elements of the Context Agent Framework
The following describes the purpose of each element of the architecture, and provides
the mechanisms by which the elements can communicate with one another and
interact with the system.
Context Agents. The Context Agent Framework is made up of one or more
context agents. A context agent is responsible for one or more concrete context types;
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its purpose is two-fold: gather context from the system, user, or network, and/or
use context to adapt network communications. Some agents only collect context
in order to make it available for other agents—these are pure context producers.
Similarly, pure consumer agents only use available context in order to adapt network
communications. Agents can act as both producers and consumers and can thus
fill both roles for particular context types. The Context Agent Framework (CAF)
brings together multiple individual context agents and provides a shared context
cache called the World View to facilitate the sharing of context between agents.
This component is discussed below. The mechanisms by which agents collect context
depend on the exact type of context to be collected and the specific implementation
of an agent. We present concrete examples of how gathering can be accomplished
for particular context types in Section 4.2, however the CAF architecture is intended
to be flexible regarding the exact mechanisms. It is intended as a framework for
quickly and easily developing new context agents rather than an exhaustive set of
all useful context agents.
Each agent within the framework is embodied by at least one thread in the
CAF, although agents are allowed to spawn sub-processes and thereby have multi-
ple threads implementing them. For context-producing agents there are two basic
subtypes, listeners, and gatherers. As their names imply, listener agents implement
a server process that waits for incoming connections from outside sources to provide
context. The CAF supports any kind of blocking service implementation, although
in our implementation we have limited ourselves to TCP sockets. Naturally, the
listener must understand the exact format of the incoming context in order to be
able to parse it, and this format must be agreed upon before the CAF is instanti-
ated. The other type, gatherer, implements a proactive agent that fetches context.
The means by which a gatherer can gather context is limited only by the possibil-
ities available to a privileged user-level process. For example, a gatherer context
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agent could read battery life by calling a battery monitoring daemon, or by reading
the appropriate node in the Linux proc filesystem directly, or even by opening a
file that stores battery life samples taken in the past. It could probe the Passive
Context Sensing Suite discussed in the previous section for context updates. The
main difference between gatherers and listeners is that gatherers proactively fetch
context, usually on a timer-based trigger. Both types of agents can choose to post
the gathered context to the World View, where it will be stored and made available
to any local agents that subscribe to the resultant type.
The second purpose of Context Agents is to use context to adapt network
communications. Essentially this can be thought of as evaluating some context-
adaptation function using the available context in the World View to generate some
output—the output is then used to inform some system change, for example to adapt
communication. Once again, the CAF is intended to be open-ended in regards to
how exactly this is accomplished. Since each agent runs as a separate thread within
the CAF, context-based adaptations themselves can be anything a privileged, user-
space process can accomplish—so far in our experiments we have limited ourselves
to adapting the parameters of routing protocols, but there is no limit to the possi-
bilities. Similarly to context aggregation, context-based system adaptation can be
accomplished by any combination of system calls, file or socket writes, inter-process
communication, etc. The re-evaluation of the adaptation function can be triggered
in two ways; either with a timer, or on a context sample update.
A Word on Context Formats and Types. The CAF is purposefully open-
ended in regards to the formatting of context samples. However, all context samples
must conform to a loose standard based on the tuple concept [14]. Every sample
must be associated with a type, which is itself just string representation. A context
sample is formatted as: {type:timestamp:value(s)}. For example, location might be
encoded as {location : timestamp : longitude : latitude}. There are two general
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classes of context available in CAF: local context and global context. Local context
is relevant only to the local system and potentially to nearby neighbors. Examples
might include a device’s battery life, or the intended destination of a mobile node.
When context is shared between two nodes, local context is exchanged but not stored
in the World View. This limits its distribution to a single hop, since nodes do not
re-share gathered local context; they only share their own local context samples.
Global context is context that is intended to be shared across the entire network.
Examples might include the locations of static nodes or access points, passively-
sensed node density or congestion estimates, or other context types that could be
useful in adapting network-wide behaviors; All global context is stored in the World
View. In reality, global context can be shared only among nodes that meet, so there
is no guarantee of coverage. Global context types are also generally tagged with
the geographic location at which they were sampled in order to assign the context
samples to containers within the World View that represent discrete geographic
locations. The size of these geographical context containers is user-configurable,
and is discussed further on.
World View. The World View acts as the context cache. Context agents
within the CAF store their gathered context samples in the World View, and “use”
existing samples by retrieving them from the World View. The World View sup-
ports two main operations, publish, and subscribe. Publish operations allow context
agents to add new context samples to the World View by means of the publish op-
eration (analogous to the out() operation of tuple spaces). Subscribe allows agents
to register their context interests with the World View, and in doing so receive up-
dates analogous to the read() operation of tuple spaces. An agent can pass in a
list of types, even type wildcards, and that agent automatically receives updates to
any sample, or any new samples, that conform to the type. Contrary to traditional
publish/subscribe systems, our publish and subscribe primitives are only available
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locally—agents can only subscribe to context updates from their local World View.
They cannot subscribe to updates from another node’s World View. This limita-
tion exists because of the nature of delay-tolerant network links, which cannot be
predicted or relied upon with any level of certainty. However, since context samples
are spread across the network by means of the World View sharing and merging
capabilities, agents on one node can and do receive context samples generated on
other nodes.
The World View is called as such because as the Context Agent Framework
collects and processes context (either from its local context agents, or from con-
text samples shared by other nodes), it generates a “world view” of the operating
environment. This world view representation is made up of one or more geograph-
ically associated context containers, or more precisely context sets. Each context
container is associated with a geographical area, and those context samples that are
geo-tagged are mapped to the appropriate context container. The size, shape, and
number of context containers is user-configurable to suit the needs of the network
deployment; additionally, there is a single non-geographically associated container
for storing global context samples that do not have geographically identifying infor-
mation, for example queue length (if such a context type is desired to be shared at
a global level). Containers are sets because no two samples with identical types may
be stored in the same context container. In effect, there is a one-to-one mapping of
context types to context samples, and the type itself uniquely identifies the given
sample. This exclusive typing has two advantages: 1) it simplifies subscriptions since
there is only ever zero or one sample returned for a given concrete subscription type,
and 2) it simplifies the logic of adding and removing samples since a concrete context
sample can be modified, removed, or replaced by using only the type information to
identify it, requiring no additional unique information about the sample (for exam-
ple: who added it, or when it was added). In practice, this one-to-one mapping is
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Figure 4.10: Context Agent Thread Model
not restrictive due to the free-form type identifiers, it only forces the type designer
to include uniqueness within the type identifier to tell the sample apart from others.
For example, battery levels could by typed as {“battery-nodeID” : timestamp :
mW-hours-left : mW-hours-total}. In this example, the unique ID of the node is
encoded in the type identifier.
Sharing Context. In order to accomplish context distribution, every node
periodically shares its World View with its neighbors, and when a node receives
another’s view, the two are merged according to a merge algorithm. In practice, this
merge algorithm is generally replacement (the sample with the latest timestamp is
the one that is kept) but could easily be a rolling average or a similar operation. This
sharing and merging of views allows the Context Agent Framework to approximate
the global context. There are ways to efficiently share large amounts of context [16];
our method of World View sharing is discussed in the implementation section.
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4.3.2 Context Agent Framework Implementation
We implemented the Context Agent Framework architecture in Linux using the
Perl programming language. Perl was chosen for its rapid prototyping ability, its
dynamic variable typing, and the ease of interaction with external processes and the
system. The following describes the implementation of each of the elements of the
CAF architecture.
Context Agent Implementation
As mentioned previously, the CAF is designed to be multi-threaded in order to allow
blocking within the individual context agents themselves, and to allow for the con-
current gathering and distribution of context. Figure 4.10 shows the thread model of
the CAF. Each square (or circle) in the figure represents a separate thread. Our im-
plementation splits context agents into two separate threads, one which implements
the context gathering functionality, and one which implements the context-based
adaptation functionality. Those context agents which only gather context (pure
producers) can be implemented by a single context gathering thread; likewise those
context agents which only use existing context (pure consumers) can be implemented
as a single thread. However agents that both produce and consume context need
two threads—this allows for the simultaneous gathering and usage of context and
prevents the adaptation routines from being preempted by incoming context data.
Intra-CAF Communication and Coordination. Figure 4.10 also shows the
main modes of communication available to threads within the architecture. There
are two mechanics provided by the CAF: events, which provide asynchronous com-
munication, and callbacks, which provide synchronous communication. Asynchronous
communication is used to connect the gatherer and listener threads to the agents
on whose behalf they gather context. When new context is available, an event is
created notify the agent that there is new context to process, and potentially pub-
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lish to the World View. Events also provide for a mechanism to trigger timer-based
routines. Example events include BroadcastView which triggers the World View
to share its context with the network. All events go through the Event Sched-
uler that processes events according to their handlers and in the order that they
are posted. Callbacks provide synchronous communication, and are used whenever
asynchronous processing is either not required, or explicitly not desired. Example
callbacks include Subscribe which passes a subscription for a set of context types
to the World View, along with the address of the Context Agent who requested it.
Event Scheduler. Context aggregated by the listeners and gatherers is passed
to the respective agents via events that are posted to the Event Scheduler. Effec-
tively, the Event Scheduler acts as the gateway between the individual processes
implementing the context gathering routines, and the threads that implement the
agents and World View. The Event Scheduler is implemented as a simple FIFO
queue. Each event has a separate handler that dispatches the event to the right
module (agent, World View, or other thread).
World View Implementation. The World View element is implemented in
its own thread within a shared address space that can be accessed by the context
agents (allowing for agents to communicate with the World View using either events
or callbacks). It implements a two-dimensional context “map” of the environment,
that is indexed via (x,y) coordinates. The size of the map, and the size of the
individual squares within it are user-configurable—each square of the map represents
a separate geographically associated context container. Since the index is Cartesian,
real-world GPS coordinates must be mapped to Cartesian coordinates before geo-
tagged context samples can be inserted into the World View. In practice, this is
done by a separate system process that provides location information as well as a
bounding box that encompasses the entire mobility space. The bounding box is
then used to translate GPS coordinates into their respective (x,y) values. This is
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not the only way in which a location mapping can be accomplished, it is simply
the mechanism we chose since it translates well to our real-world experiments. The
World View stores context samples in their respective containers indexed by the
(x,y) location in which the samples were taken—or in the case of non-geo-tagged
samples, it stores them in a single “global” container.
Context Sharing. Context sharing is accomplished through a periodic broad-
cast of the serialized contents of the World View in a single UDP frame. This sharing
mechanism is simple and can be inefficient in the case of a large number of context
samples. There are opportunities here for efficiently sharing context (aside from our
näıve periodic beaconing), for example Grapevine [16], however work in efficiently
representing and distributing context is orthogonal to this dissertation.
Context Merging. Our context merging protocol is based on timestamps.
When a node receives another node’s summarized World View, it incorporates all of
the context samples into its own World View. As discussed before, no two samples of
the same type can exist in single context container within the World View, so in the
case of duplicates, the sample with the newer timestamp is kept, and the older one
thrown away. In our implementation, we rely on reasonably tightly synchronized
clocks across all of the nodes, which, given the on-board GPS devices that are
required for mobility purposes, is not an unreasonable assumption.
4.3.3 Context Agent Framework Conclusions
In summary, our Context Agent Framework represents a holistic systems-based ap-
proach to context collection, aggregation, storage, and adaptation. It allows for
run-time context typing and wildcard-based context subscriptions so the complete
taxonomy of context types does not need to be determined ahead of time. It presents
a modular and flexible framework for developing context agents to gather and re-
spond to context, and allows for agents to effect systems changes in whatever way
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the programmer desires. The next chapter presents the concrete implementation
of several context agents within the CAF to support the evaluations presented in
Chapter 6.
4.4 A Use-Case for Context-Based Adaptation in Mixed
Cellular/Delay-Tolerant Networks
The following is a use-case motivating context-based adaptation for mixed cellu-
lar/DTN networks. Although not the “standard” mobile delay-tolerant network
that exists in rural areas or emergency situations, cellular networks present a com-
pelling use-case for context-based adaptation. Specifically, the following work high-
lights the benefits of using network, data, and location context in order to offload
data from the over-burdened cellular networks to higher bandwidth WiFi networks.
We present the Mobile Advanced Delivery Server (MADServer), a novel DTN-based
architecture that enables intelligent data offloading, caching, and querying solutions
that can be incorporated in a manner that still satisfies user expectations for timely
delivery. At the same time, MADServer allows for users who have low-quality or
expensive connections to the cellular network to leverage multi-hop opportunistic
routing to send and receive data. We present the MADServer concept and ar-
chitecture, along with a preliminary implementation and real-world performance
evaluations.
4.4.1 Motivation for MADServer Project
The recent explosion in cellular data traffic (due largely to the popularity of smart-
phones and flat-rate data subscriptions) is generating capacity problems for oper-
ators, both in the wireless spectrum and in cellular access networks. We develop
a novel DTN-based web server architecture that alleviates these problems and pro-
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vides a better end-user experience. Our architecture: (i) offloads “heavy” content
transfers from the cellular network; (ii) makes use of the context agents to provide
client mobility patterns and predictions and to find suitable network resources to
enable advanced delivery of content; (iii) incorporates the Context Agent Frame-
work architecture to generate offloading decisions; and (iv) provides a simple way
for developers to prioritize content to show which can be easily offloaded and which
is time-critical. In this way, we extend our work on context-based adaptation,
and incorporate DTN concepts with cellular networks in which nodes are gener-
ally considered well-connected but in which mobile nodes can benefit greatly from
opportunistic content sharing based on DTN principles. The following are some
motivating example situations for this work.
Mobile Video-on-Demand. Services such as YouTube and those offered
by local TV channels have become immensely popular. With the advent of smart-
phones, users also want to use these services on their mobile devices, straining cel-
lular networks. Potential local similarities in requests for this content (commuters
on the same train all wanting to catch up on last night’s episode of a popular TV
series or watch the latest viral video) generate great potential gains for caching and
data offloading.
Events with large crowds. Some events entail crowds in areas where
networks are provisioned for fewer people. Such events include big outdoor sporting
events (such as marathons, which are spread over a large area, making it hard
to deploy extra capacity at a particular location), or the recent royal weddings in
Sweden and the UK, where large crowds gathered to see the newlyweds but still
wanted to be able to watch the wedding on their mobile devices. Many in the crowd
will have similar interests and request the same data; local caching and opportunistic
exchange of data has great potential benefits.
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4.4.2 MADServer Overview
MADServer uses context information about the mobility of content consumers com-
bined with information about the network and data content itself. Specifically, our
architecture makes it possible to send different pieces of web content over differ-
ent network technologies, enabling offloading of “heavy” content from the cellular
networks, in particular if such content is not time critical. Mobile devices can re-
combine the pieces before providing them to the user. Decoupling the methods of
content delivery from user requests (in contrast to the World Wide Web model of
immediate request/response) allows for the delivery of content to places where a user
will be instead of where a user currently is. In today’s highly mobile environment,
this pre-caching takes full advantage of offloading opportunities. By integrating this
with a DTN query mechanics, the needs of multiple users can potentially be served
by a single transfer over the access network, and users can also collaboratively share
content locally to satisfy requests.
4.4.3 MADServer Concept and Architecture
MADServer enables context-based data offloading without requiring new software
at cell towers and with minimal changes at clients and servers; this allows for quick
adoption of data offloading and eases the burden on network programmers. We split
web content into two conceptual pieces: large content (pictures, streaming video,
music, etc.), and the rest of the HTML frame, which itself can contain smaller
content items (news tickers, feeds, etc.). We also distinguish two delivery vectors,
3G (which can really be any cellular communication technology) and the content
offloading vector, which can take many forms, although it will require some local
content-cache and will generally rely on WiFi for its “last-hop” delivery.
We transfer small content over 3G and offload large content when beneficial
and within delay constraints. A user’s active application and transport sessions
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Figure 4.11: High-Level MADServer Architecture
need not be terminated and restarted when switching technologies, which disrupts
user experience and leads to re-transferring partially received pages. Instead, when
an alternate delivery vector is available, the web server can offload the bulk of com-
munication but still provide a seamless session with minimal 3G usage. Figure 4.11
shows the high-level architecture. Client requests are sent over 3G, although large
requests like file uploads could be offloaded. The server response is split into two,
Response ′ and Response ′′ to be sent over 3G and the offloading vector, respectively.
Response ′ contains HTML frames to be served in the traditional way with the con-
tent tags re-written to point to future offloaded locations; Response ′′ contains the
content with its meta-data. The decision of when to offload content and which
delivery vector to use depends on the context of the user and the context of the
data.
It is up to the client to determine which context to share with the server;
this will largely depend on what is available through the Context Agent Framework.
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Since context is being collected on the client node and stored locally in the World
View, the client has complete control over what context it shares with a given web
service, and what it does not. The web services themselves have no special access
to the World View except in terms of what context samples the client chooses to
forward to the web service. This is a significant benefit since it ensures that the
system does not violate a user’s privacy requirements. The use of context is not
entirely new in web services; existing web services that provide tailored services
such as streaming bitrate adaptation have a similar reliance on context [6].
The context that a user acquires about her situation must be sent to the web
server to enable intelligent data offloading. A client’s context can be piggybacked
on the client’s (HTML) request. Our architecture leverages existing approaches for
succinctly summarizing context [26] to prevent the transmission of context from
overburdening 3G connections. Aggregated context information about a group of
nodes can be similarly shared. Alternatively, context can be shared through the net-
work cache and back to the server (through the reverse of the process of delivering
Response ′′). Again, we do not construct new context acquisition and distribution
mechanisms for MADServer but instead integrate with our context agent and Con-
text Agent Framework approach.
Content Offloading Vector
In our architecture, time-critical content is delivered in the traditional manner across
the cellular network so the user experience in not degraded, but less critical content
can selectively be pushed across an alternative delivery mechanism, especially when
the associated delivery delay is within tolerable bounds [4]. Our vision combines
delay-tolerant networking principles with traditional client-server web services, and
relies on asynchronous, opportunistic communication. Although the MADServer
architecture is itself independent of the particular content offloading vector, our
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implementation uses the DTN2 with the BPQ extension.
Publish/Subscribe with BPQ. In publish-subscribe systems, senders pub-
lish messages with topic labels, and these are distributed through the network ac-
cording to subscriptions. In general, subscriptions are distributed to the entire
network to form a routing structure; however, maintaining this routing structure
in the face of topological changes [9, 21, 37, 72] is not always feasible in a mobile
network.
The Bundle Protocol [59] (see Section 3.8) is the de facto standard applica-
tion session protocol for DTNs, and the Bundle Protocol Query (BPQ) extension
block [12] allows for intelligent in-network content caching, in essence providing a
publish/subscribe system over DTNs. BPQ queries are sent towards the original
content publisher, who responds to it. BPQ-enabled nodes on the path back to the
requestor will, depending on space availability and local policies, cache the content.
If another node makes a query that can be satisfied by the same content, the request
can be served by these intermediate caching sites directly instead of forwarding the
request all the way to the publisher.
Server-Side Architecture
Our server-side architecture, shown in Figure 4.12, has three main components, a
Request Processor, a Context Manager, and a Response Processor, all of which live
in a middleware “shim” layer directly below the web application. The client inserts
its context into its HTML requests. The Request Processor looks for specific context
tags, strips them from the request, and sends the context information to the Con-
text Manager, which tracks each user by his 3G IP address. This context processing
is the server-side equivalent of the Context Agent Framework—however the server
does not provide the capabilities of the complete CAF architecture for two reasons.
First, web services do not need context agents to collect context on their behalf—the
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Figure 4.12: Server-Side Architecture
client nodes provide this. Second, it would be too great of a performance penalty
to rely on an external process to manage the context—it must be done in the web
service implementation itself; the necessary routines of the CAF are re-implemented
in the web service middleware. Other than introducing this MADServer middleware
“shim”, requests proceed as normal, with no changes required to the web application
itself. Once the HTML response is generated, the Response Processor rewrites the
response according to the pre-defined rules and the user context provided by the
Context Manager. The rules control if, and how much of, the content is removed
from the response to be sent over the offloading delivery vector. Consider the fol-





Normally, both content items would be served by the web server over the 3G net-




3. < LOOKUP CONTENT “dtn://*/largeImageFile.jpg”,
“dtn://*/largeVideoFile.flv” USING DTN BPQ>
The largeVideoFile and largeImageFile urls now point to the local client cache,
and the embedded video player changed to the local streaming service. The client
looks for both content items in the local DTN network cache using the BPQ ex-
tension, and, once the content arrives, the client can stream the video from its own
local cache.
MADServer Client-Side Architecture
In MADServer, clients must provide context to the server. This requires two el-
ements on clients, a context aggregator, and a MADServer browser plugin. The
Context Agent Framework (described in Section 4.3) serves as the context aggre-
gator and provides the clients mobility information in addition to the locations of
known offloading content caches. The resulting context is then sent to the servers
via a browser plugin that automatically detects servers that have data offloading
capabilities and inserts context information from the CAF into HTTP requests.
Data privacy is a natural advantage of client-controlled context—the user retains
full control over what context she shares and with whom. In our implementation we
simply offload data using the bundle protocol when a WiFi connection is available;
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this is näıve and could lead to performance degradation [4], but it is sufficient for a
proof of concept.
4.4.4 MADServer Prototype and Evaluation
This section describes our MADServer proof-of-concept implementation and the
evaluations performed using it. Our goal is to demonstrate that, using context
information about offloading possibilities, the MADServer architecture can improve
3G bandwidth usage and content delivery latency for a realistic web service.
Content Offloading Service. We used the DTN2 Reference Implementa-
tion4 of the Bundle Protocol to implement the data offloading delivery vector. This
allows us to address content independent of a user’s current IP address (instead us-
ing its globally unique endpoint ID) and to pre-cache content in places where a node
might visit as long as there is at least one host there who implements the bundle
protocol and can accept and forward bundles. If there is a network of such nodes,
then content is disseminated to all nodes according to the the DTN2 forwarding
rules. When the user eventually comes into contact with a node caching its content,
the content is delivered.
Web Server and Interface. We use Apache5 (since it is the open-source
standard for deployment web servers) interfaced with our web application using
Python Web Server Gateway Interface (WSGI).6
Middleware. We implemented the middleware layer and context manager
in the Django Web Framework.7 In our experiments, the CAF provides three pieces
of context for each HTTP request:






When the CAF, or more specifically the purpose-built offloading agent within the
CAF, on the client determines that mobile advanced delivery of content is benefi-
cial, it asks the server to start offloading the content and provides a destination IP
address where the content should be sent. Note that this need only be a destination
running a bundle protocol router that can accept and forward bundles, and can thus
act as an in-network content cache. The available content caches and their locations
must have been previously sensed and stored in the World View. Additionally, the
offloading agent must be able to guess the destination of the mobile user. These
are very reasonable assumptions given that humans tend to conform to regular and
predictable mobility models [15, 41]. The client also provides its globally unique
bundle protocol endpoint identifier. The server encapsulates the requested content
items in their own bundle, which is addressed to the client’s DTNEndpointID and
forwarded over the Internet to the provided IP address. Once the bundle is trans-
ferred to the destination, hop-by-hop opportunistic routing will deliver the content.
We do not implement a predictive location context service on the client; instead
for the evaluation we loaded this context a priori. However, the offloading agent
could collect this context easily enough by leveraging recent work in energy efficient
cellular phone-based predictive location awareness [41].
Web Application. For the application we wanted to use a realistic web
service, so we built a fully-functional social networking website in the Pinax rapid
web application development framework8 with a MySQL database back-end and
static file system for the content (pictures, video, etc.).
3G-Only vs. Offloading Experiment
The first experiment studies the potential for faster content deliver latency through
adaptive offloading. This is practically feasible only through context-based adapta-
8http://pinaxproject.com/
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tion of the client-server communiation. It is beneficial, since offloading not only frees
expensive cellular bandwidth, it can deliver content faster even without pre-caching.
We issued 50 requests for three different web pages with minimal HTML frames con-
taining images of sizes {512 KB, 1 MB, and 5 MB}. The client is a Linux-based
laptop with a USB 3G Modem and WiFi card located in Europe, and the server is
located in the central United States. We measured average delivery latency using
only 3G connectivity and with content offloading using our bundle protocol based
offloading vector—the last hop link of which was over 802.11b via a WiFi access
point. Figure 4.13 shows the latency results with their standard deviation for two
different WiFi access points, one with a relatively poor signal strength and many
users and one with good signal strength and very few users. WiFi is not necessarily
faster than 3G [4], although this strengthens the argument for user context-based
data offloading: if the cellular connection is currently expensive (e.g., the user is
roaming), the extra latency may well be worth the money saved. Conversely, if the
data is of high priority, using 3G (depending on the available WiFi bandwidth) may
be better.
Figure 4.13: Impact of offloading on response time
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3G Bandwidth Savings
In this experiment we looked at the 3G bandwidth savings enabled by context-based
data offloading. Figure 4.14 shows the 3G bandwidth usage during regular operation
and with data offloading. In this experiment, the client makes three requests for
a page containing a 16MB video file. In the 3G-only case, the video is streamed
over the 3G connection. In the data-offloading case, the video is bundled and sent
to the client using our DTN2 content delivery vector; the final hop is over 802.11g
from a WiFi access point. The client receives the bundle, inserts it into its local
cache, and the video is “streamed” locally. As the results show, the 3G savings
are significant (three orders of magnitude). Furthermore, the latency of the WiFi
connection setup and bundle protocol client registration handshake is only a few
seconds and is not detrimental to the user experience. The local video file stream
can be started as soon as the video file starts arriving on the client; there is no need
to wait for the whole file to arrive in order to start streaming from the file descriptor.
The combined request-to-video-start latency is thus only a few seconds more than
when using only 3G. Again, these bandwidth savings are not possible without the
context information to enable them.
Figure 4.14: Bandwidth (3G-only vs. 3G + Offloading)
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Advanced Delivery
Our MADServer implementation also enables context-based mobile advanced de-
livery of content. If the client’s offloading agent determines that a node is about
to connect to a content cache (using a predictor based on mobility data and the
locations of known content caches stored in the World View), it can request that
current and future content requests be serviced by the cache instead of downloaded
over 3G. Figure 4.15 shows the results of an experiment in which a user makes 20
independent requests for web pages each including a 5MB content item. The left-
hand graph plots the 3G usage over time if the content is requested and delivered
via 3G only. The right hand plot shows a scenario where after the first five requests,
the user determines that it will soon connect to a mobile advanced delivery cache
(implemented by DTN2), at which point all content should be forwarded to the
cache. The server responds to two of the requests over 3G regardless because the
data is high priority according to its meta-data tags. The rest is forwarded to the
content-cache and served to the client when it connects over 802.11b. When the
client disconnects from the content cache, it sends a context update, and the re-
maining five requests are serviced over 3G. In this experiment, the user context was
predetermined and provided ahead of the experiment. In the complete MADServer
architecture, this context would be based on the World View’s context samples pro-
viding the node’s location and the locations of known content caches, and would be
generated by the offloading agent’s adaptation routines. This experiment studies
the benefits of such context, and not only does the MADServer architecture save
3G bandwidth, in this case reducing the 3G load from 108 MB to 60.7 MB given
only a 51 second connection to a content-cache, but it is able to deliver all twenty
content items in almost half the time.
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Figure 4.15: 3G-Only vs. Mobile Advanced Delivery
4.4.5 MADServer Conclusions
MADServer, a web server architecture for mobile advanced delivery, performs adap-
tive content offloading by splitting web responses into pieces based on user and
data context, and delivering them to the client using different delivery vectors. It is
enabled by our Context Agent Framework architecture and implementation—using
the CAF (or a CAF-style architecture) allows for the appropriate context to be col-
lected, and provides the mechanisms by which clients can use it to adapt their web
services to suite their mobility patterns and offloading opportunities. Context-based
content offloading addresses critical capacity problems in cellular data networks but
must be done in context sensitive ways so as not to deteriorate the user experience.
This architecture is a first step in integrating context metrics with data offloading
decisions, and our implementation provides tangible results of the benefits. Ad-
ditionally, MADServer shows us that an adaptive network stack architecture for
delay-tolerant networks has potential benefits beyond the classic definition of delay-
tolerant networks. As this work shows, such concepts can be easily extended to




This chapter makes the following contributions:
Research Task 2: We create a context-sensing module for delay-tolerant networks
that supports efficient context collection using passive metrics. Using the
lessons learned from the passive context sensing module, we also create a
complete context framework for delay-tolerant networks capable of many types
of context aggregation and sharing, incorporating both passive metrics which
can be sensed from existing network communication and thus do not inquire a
“sensing overhead”, and active metrics which offer increased accuracy at the
cost of increased network communication. We provide an implementation of
context-sensing framework capable of context sharing across multiple nodes,
and that supports publish/subscribe mechanics for ease of use.
4.6 Impact
Our work on passive context sensing is the first to deploy passive context sensing
metrics in a real-world mobile network and to compare the results to established
“ground-truth” metrics by replaying the mobility paths of the autonomous nodes
in a simulator [49]. Our work on the Context Agent Framework, although not
unique in its goals to be a unified context aggregation framework, is nevertheless
the first such framework purpose built to adapt a delay-tolerant network stack. Our
MADServer architecture is the first to combine delay-tolerant networking concepts
and cellular networks (which are traditionally well-connected networks) to provide
data offloading opportunities without requiring purpose-built content caches in the
network (instead relying on DTN protocols and node mobility) [50]. It is also the
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first to provide data offloading capability without requiring infrastructure changes
in the carriers’ networks.
4.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we presented an overview of context in delay-tolerant networks, two
separate but related context sensing approaches, and a case study to examine the
benefits of context even for non-DTNs. We studied efficient passive context sensing
primitives that work by snooping on existing network traffic to estimate network
context and built the Passive Context Sensing Suite implementation for Linux to test
our ideas in a real mobile network. We compared the Passive Context Sensing Suite’s
metrics to previously established “ground truth” metrics using simulation. In this
chapter we also presented the Context Agent Framework, a unified context sensing,
aggregation, and adaptation framework that wraps all of the ideas on context-based
adaptation presented in this dissertation so far into a flexible and easily programmed
system. We designed the CAF around the concept of individual context agents
that are responsible for collecting or adapting to specific context types, and that
share their context with each other (and with other nodes in the network) using an
associative context cache called the World View. We built a prototype of the Context
Agent Framework as a multi-threaded user-level application for Linux. Finally, we
presented a compelling use case for context-based adaptation to improve the capacity
of cellular networks. In treating areas of bad connectivity in cellular networks as a
sort of delay-tolerant region, we showed that context based adaptation can inform
data offloading decisions, leading to better bandwidth utilization, and under some







In this chapter we present a full system integrating our work on adapting delay-
tolerant network stacks with context awareness. Specifically, we connect our Con-
text Agent Framework implementation from Chapter 4 with an adaptable DTN
router (described below) and present the ways in which context is used to tune the
runtime network stack parameters. This work presents the culmination of our goals
in this dissertation—a complete system implementation for context-aware adapta-
tion in delay-tolerant networks. We modify a popular delay-tolerant middleware
implementation in order to allow for the dynamic updating of its internal router
parameters and present our interface to connect the stack to our Context Agent
Framework [46]. We also present the specific context types we collect in order to
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adapt the network stack in a real-world delay-tolerant network and the mechanisms
by which they are collected and shared. This chapter represents the focusing of our
research goals in creating a flexible Context Agent Framework into the realization
of a concrete context-agent created for a specific adaptation task. It also presents
the specific means by which we adapt a real-world delay-tolerant network stack. It
is in some ways a limited representation of the total capability of the Context Agent
Framework and the dynamic DTN stack architecture as a whole. However, given the
remarkable simplicity of the following implementations, what this chapter provides
is proof that the framework and the whole concept of the adaptive network stack
for DTNs makes sense in the real world. Chapter 6 presents our results using this
complete system implementation.
5.1 Overview
For our complete system implementation for context-aware adaptation in delay-
tolerant networks, we needed both a complete network stack implementation that
provides routing and application layer capabilities for delay-tolerant networks, and a
mechanism to dynamically update the parameters of the network stack in reaction to
changes in network context. Our Context Agent Framework from Chapter 4 provides
the means to sense, aggregate, and adapt to context. For the network stack, we chose
the DTN2 Reference Implementation. The following sections provide an overview
of DTN2 and the reasons we use it in lieu of MaDMAN, our previous middlware
design. We then present our work on integrating DTN2 with the CAF.
Overview of DTN2 Reference Implemenetation. The DTN2 Reference Im-
plementation [8] is a middleware solution for DTNs built in C++. Its architecture
is designed for developing, evaluating, and deploying DTN protocols. DTN2 is also
the reference implementation of the Bundle Protocol [59], an application-layer pro-
tocol for delivering messages (called bundles) between endpoints in a DTN. It is
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a full-featured middleware solution for delay-tolerant networks, complete with an
application programming interface that supports DTN-aware applications, allowing
them to send and receive data that is automatically bundled and forwarded by the
middleware. Routers within DTN2 control a node’s forwarding strategy and gov-
ern how a node determines which bundles (or potentially bundle fragments) should
be sent along any given link between two nodes. For our system implementation,
we have focused our efforts on adapting network coded routing for delay-tolerant
networks, a new class of protocols that show significant promise [28, 30, 60, 71, 74].
We use an implementation that we helped develop alongside our sponsors. Both
network coding and our implementation are covered in detail below.
5.2 The Delay-Tolerant Network Stack
Our experiences using DTN2 both as an application layer over our MaDMAN Mid-
dleware (Section 3.7), and to support cellular network data offloading for our MAD-
Server architecture (Section 4.4) led to our decision to use DTN2 as delay-tolerant
network stack upon which we build our systems solution. Although in some ways
our own DTN middleware, MaDMAN, is more modular and thus more flexible to
implement on top of, it has a tendency to drop packets internally under very high
loads (Section 3.9.3). It also lacks the necessary hooks to fully support a DTN-
specific application interface. This is a constraint of the underlying Click Router
platform, which was really intended more to support experimental routers than to
support real application workloads. DTN2 is less modular, less stable, has a bigger
in-memory footprint, and runs more slowly than MaDMAN. However, it has many
more delay-tolerant specific routers already implemented, it has a full-featured appli-
cation interface, and it is used by a large number of researchers in the delay-tolerant
networking domain. It is also the reference implementation of the Bundle Protocol,
the most wide-spread application layer protocol currently in use for delay-tolerant
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networks, so it is up-to-date with the latest research to come out of the Bundle
Protocol space. We want our contributions to have maximum benefit to the delay-
tolerant research community; embracing DTN2 allows us to add to a vibrant and
growing codebase used by DTN2 researchers around the world. DTN2’s properties
make it an ideal candidate for our system implementation despite the attraction of
the slimmer, more modular MaDMAN. Additionally, since we built a Click-based
convergence layer for DTN2, MaDMAN components can still act as network layer
components of DTN2—for a discussion of this, see Section 3.9.3.
5.2.1 Coding-Aware Routing in DTNs
In network coded routing, intermediate nodes not only forward incoming packets,
but also “mix” packets from multiple sources to increase information content in
forwarded packets. Such approaches are particularly useful in DTNs, where op-
portunities to exchange data are intermittent and unpredictable. Network coding
can reduce both routing overhead and delivery latencies compared to probabilistic
routing without coding [69]. This is intuitive, since an intelligent coding (and re-
encoding) scheme engenders innovative content in the fragments exchanged, increas-
ing the likelihood that a received fragment increases the receiver’s total information.
The benefits of network coded routing in DTNs have been extensively studied and
simulated. Erasure coding can improve the worst-case delay in DTNs [2,30, 68,69],
and network coded routing compares favorably with probabilistic routing in addition
to having lower overhead [71]. Combining random linear coding with epidemic rout-
ing has achieved better transmit power versus delay performance, especially when
buffer sizes are constrained [74]. Network coding can increase throughput even in
networks with non-homogeneous mobility [11].
A Note on Network Coding vs. Erasure Coding. Network coding and erasure
coding are often (incorrectly) used interchangeably in the literature. They both
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operate on the same basic principles. Both split a data unit, in our case a bundle,
into fragments and create linear combinations of fragments to send to other nodes.
The original bundle is never sent unencoded; different combinations of fragments
are disseminated, and the destination needs to only receive some number of linearly
independent encoded fragments to reconstruct the original bundle. The two coding
techniques differ in which nodes generate encodings. In erasure coding, only the
source generates encodings while network coding allows intermediate nodes to gen-
erate new random linear combinations of received fragments, resulting in increased
“mixing” of information in the network and, theoretically, a more robust randomized
routing protocol.
Before describing our routing implementation, we present an overview of our
terminology:
Bundle: the fundamental data unit of the bundle protocol [59]. Bundles too large
to be transferred in a single contact are fragmented; we encode across these
fragments. Every bundle has a globally unique identifier (GUID).
Fragment xi: a bundle is split into M (non-encoded) fragments of k bits, such that
xi ∈ GF(2)k. Each fragment is associated with its parent bundle’s GUID .
Coefficient vector c: a vector, c = 〈c1, c2, . . . , cM 〉, where ci ∈ GF(2) and i ∈
[1,M ], controls which fragments to combine (xor) to create an encoded frag-
ment.
Encoded fragment / Codeword wc: an encoded bundle made up of some linear
combination of fragments such that wc =
∑M
i=1 cixi for some coefficient vector
c.
Re-encoding vector d: on a node with r encoded fragments, a re-encoding vector
d = 〈d1, d2, . . . , dr〉 can create a new linear combination wc′ =
∑r
i=1 diwi. Re-
encoding vectors are only used in network coded routing, and re-encoding is
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only allowed for encoded fragments associated with the same original bundle
(i.e., with the same GUID).
5.2.2 Network-Coded Router Implementation
The coded routing implementation we helped develop, called SimpleNCRouter, relies
partially on DTN2’s ability to break large bundles into fragments. This work is
reported in [52]. Coded routing protocols can create encoded fragments from bundle
fragments and distribute these encoded fragments independently using opportunistic
connections that are inherent to DTNs; when a receiver has acquired enough pieces
of information, it can reconstruct the original data. It is not necessary for the
receiver to acquire all of the original fragments. With respect to DTN2, both the
original (application) data and the encoded fragments are stored in bundles that
move through the modules of the architecture implementation. In our version,
when a bundle is received from the network or through the application programming
interface (API), the node checks to see if the received bundle is an encoded fragment.
If not, and the bundle is larger than some threshold, the node splits it into fixed-size
fragments. Each fragment is tagged with its corresponding coefficient vector (c) and
the GUID of the original bundle for record keeping. Routers disseminate bundles
containing an encoded fragment inside the payload.
The Essential Data Structures
To enable coding-aware routing in DTN2, we created data structures for managing
and manipulating encoded fragments distributed in bundles. The following data
structures enable us to intelligently store and forward encoded fragments and to
easily reassemble the original bundles:
Network Coding Metadata Extension Block (NCMD Block) This
metadata extension block is attached to encoded bundles. The information con-
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tained within is based partly on a preliminary Internet-Draft [1] and relies on DTN2’s
extension block and metadata extension block support [66]. An NCMD Block carries
information about the coefficient vector used to generate the payload and the GUID
corresponding to the original bundle. Putting this data in an extension block, as
opposed to the bundle payload, gives the router access to the encoding information
without loading and parsing the payload from the data store.
Network Coded Bundle (NC Bundle) The NCBundle class is a wrapper
for encoded bundles; it is a simple aggregation of a pointer to a bundle and an
associated NCMD Block. To keep from processing the extension block repeatedly,
we store the fields parsed out from the NCMD Block in a data structure. The
bundles encapsulated as NC Bundles contain encoded fragments generated from the
original, larger application bundles.
Network Coded Bundle Collection (NC Bundle Collection) Our cen-
tral data structure is NCBundleCollection, a table of collections of NC Bundles,
indexed by GUID . Figure 5.1 shows how a node handles incoming bundles, inter-
acting with the appropriate NC Bundle Collection to store encoded fragments and
assess the rank of each application-level bundle. A received NC Bundle is first sorted
by its GUID into the correct collection, and the coefficient vector used for the en-
coding is copied from the NCMD Block into a row-reduced matrix whose rows span
the space of the current collection. The matrix is echelonized and the rank checked.
If the rank of the collection increased, the NC Bundle is retained and otherwise
discarded.
If the row-reduced coefficient vector matrix in an NC Bundle Collection
reaches full rank, the matrix is inverted. The columns of the inverse matrix con-
tain the coefficients needed to sum the NC Bundle payloads together to decode
the original bundle fragments. Since the coefficient vectors are chosen randomly,
they may not be linearly independent, and sometimes a node must receive more
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Figure 5.1: Incoming Bundle Data-Flow Diagram
than N encoded fragments before it can decode the set. The NC Bundle Collection
class uses the m4ri library [32] to do fast binary linear algebra computations. Our
routers can also operate in non-rank-checking mode to support experimentation. In
non-rank-checking mode, matrix manipulations are disabled and an NC Bundle is
discarded only if that exact bundle has been seen previously.
Intermediate nodes generate new “mixes” from received encoded fragments,
increasing the innovative encodings in the network. Instead of simply selecting an
existing bundle to send from the NC Bundle Collections, SimpleNCRouter creates
a new encoded fragment to send. It first randomly selects an NC Bundle Collection,
then chooses a random re-encoding vector and xors together the payloads of the
NC Bundles indicated in the re-encoding vector. It then sends the new bundle on
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Figure 5.2: Encoding/Decoding
the available link. The configurable weight of the re-encoding vector defaults to the
log of NC Bundle Collection rank. Figure 5.2 shows this process of generating a new
NC Bundle and how stored NC Bundles in an NC Bundle Collection are combined
to recreate the original bundle. In general, there are many ways to create encoded
fragments (e.g., arithmetic over larger finite fields); we use xor for simplicity.
Configuration Options. SimpleNCRouter has several configuration options
to experiment with performance and functionality (default values are in parenthe-
ses):
rank check (true): if set, the router will discard received NC Bundles that are
not innovative.
reencode (true): if set, router will generate new NC Bundles with re-encoding
vectors of weight more than 1.
auto decode (false): if set, router immediately decodes when an NC Bundle Col-
lection reaches full rank.
keep original bundles (true): if set, router retains original bundles, even after
fragmenting into NC Bundles.
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chunk size (50000B): size of the fragments.
max weight (0): max weight of re-encoding vectors. If 0, the weight is the log of
the rank of the collection.
Evaluating the SimpleNCRouter implementation is beyond the scope of this
dissertation, as it is not claimed as a contribution 1. However, we use this router
extensively in designing and building a context-aware version of the network coded
router, which is covered in the following sections.
5.3 Integration with the Context Agent Framework
The previous section described our network coding router, called SimpleNCRouter.
In this section, we extend the SimpleNCRouter to be adaptable and context-aware,
presenting a modified version of it called the Context-Aware Network Coding (CANC)
Router and focusing on using context to dynamically adjust protocol behavior. We
focus on network coding for reasons described in Section 5.2.1, but the specifics
of the dynamic protocol reconfiguration are applicable to many types of routers
within DTN2. We integrate our CANCRouter with the Context Agent Framework
described in Chapter 4 by providing a context agent for the CAF, the CANCR
Agent built for the purpose, and describe specifically how context is used to adapt
communication in our DTN system implementation. We also provide details on a
second context agent, the Geo-Context Agent, which communicates with the Proteus
robots’ mobility controller and provides context information about node location and
destination using GPS.
Figure 5.3 shows the software components. The novel contributions of this
section are in the following three components:
1Interested parties may wish to read [52]
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Figure 5.3: CANC Router Implementation
• the CANCR Agent, which collects and processes context information for adapt-
ing a network coded router
• an Adaptation Portal, which exposes configuration hooks into a Bundle Router
within the DTN2 middleware, generally extendable to other routers
• a highly configurable CANCRouter, which makes an extensive set of configu-
ration parameters available to the CANCR Agent. Our prototype extends the
SimpleNCRouter.
The following sections describe the new context-aware network coding router,
the CANCRouter, as well as the CANCR Agent within the CAF, and the Adaptation
Portal through which the CANCR Agent can reconfigure the CANCRouter.
5.3.1 CANC Router
We extended the SimpleNCRouter into the CANCRouter by implementing func-
tions to handle updates to a few key configuration parameters. The parameters
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themselves are covered in the following subsection. The changes to the codebase
of SimpleNCRouter itself were fairly minimal, and yet as Chapter 6 will show, a
little context-based parameter tweaking makes a big difference in the capabilities of
the router. This serves to reinforce our ideas that context-based adaptation should
happen outside the implementation of any given router and that only the parameter
update “hooks” need to be provided in order to make it work.
5.3.2 Adaptation Portal
In general, an Adaptation Portal specifies the interface between a Context Agent
within the Context Agent Framework (CAF), which acquires and assimilates con-
text information, and configuration hooks in the underlying Bundle Router, in the
form of assignable parameters. Different implementations of the Bundle protocol will
provide different mechanisms for this connection. Within DTN2, the most obvious
option is to use the TCL Command Line Interface. Ultimately, any Adaptation Por-
tal serves as a bridge over which information transits between the Context Agent
and the Bundle Router (sending routing protocol parameters in one direction and
DTN context information in the other direction). It could easily take the form of a
socket-based communication. In this case, it was better to use the TCL Command
Line Interface for the communication since this is the standard DTN2 router inter-
face to the outside; it also allowed for simple and highly expressive human debugging
of the entire system, allowing us to manually enter parameter changes on the TCL
Command Line—this allowed for debugging the CAF-side and the DTN2-side of the
implementation separately.
In creating the concrete CANC Router Adaptation Portal, we identified three
configuration hooks that are immediately useful for controlling the flow of encoding
bundles when the underlying routing protocol is the CANC Router: weight, rate,
and balance. Each parameter can be configured for each globally-unique identifier
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(GUID) and for each neighbor. The CANC Adaptation Portal tunes these param-
eters through the DTN2 TCL command line interface. Figure 5.4 illustrates the
effects of these parameters.
• Rate. This controls how fast a node sends encodings to a neighbor relative
to how fast the neighbor sends to it. For a rate r ≥ 1, the node can send r
encoding bundles for the specified GUID for every 1 it receives in return. For
a rate 0 < r < 1, the node can send an encoding bundle from the specified
GUID when it has received at least 1/r from its neighbor. A rate of zero ceases
sending, and a rate of -1 causes unconstrained sending.2 In Figure 5.4, at the
top, Node A chooses a higher rate to send to Node B than vice versa. .
• Weight. If a node is carrying encoding bundles associated with multiple
GUIDs, the weight parameter allows the Context Agent to bias the selection
of which GUID’s bundles to favor. In the SimpleNC router this selection
was uniform, which was inefficient if one GUID had a much higher rank than
another or if one GUID was much newer than another. Weight parameters
are taken into account after GUIDs are checked for eligibility based on rate
counters. The weights can be set using the configuration hooks or automat-
ically based on relative GUID ranks. The example depicted in the center of
Figure 5.4 shows a higher weight for GUID2 because its rank is higher.3
• Balance. If a node has two or more neighbors, the links share the same
limited bandwidth. A router may want to bias the bandwidth to a particular
neighbor; the balance parameter enables this. The balance parameter may
2If nodes A and B have rates of rA > 0 and rB > 0 for a particular GUID, this algorithm is
subject to deadlock unless rA · rB ≥ 1. We added a timer so that each node’s send counter is reset
every second, allowing it to send at least one encoding bundle per second, unless the rate is zero.
3We favor the GUID with higher rank because the sender has more information about that GUID
and is more likely to be able to complete the receiver’s entire application-level bundle. Alternative
rationales for assigning weights are possible.
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Figure 5.4: The configuration hooks for the CANC Router
be approximated by coordinating the rate parameters.4 In the bottom of
Figure 5.4, Node A biases the bandwidth to Node B. This may be because
Node B is in an information-starved part of the network.
SimpleNCRouter is similar to flood router in trying to disseminate all bundles
to all neighbors, which can be unsustainable in many practical deployments. CANC
Router’s adaptation hooks let us give directionality to the flow of data in the network,
minimizing wasted bandwidth.
5.3.3 The Context Agents
This section presents the two context agents within the Context Agent Framework
(CAF) that accomplish the context collection and interpretation to inform the pa-
rameter changes sent to the CANCRouter through the Adaptation Portal.
4An available MAC-layer broadcast convergence layer would make this parameter irrelevant.
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Geo-Context Agent
The Geo-Context Agent, built for evaluating the CANC Router in the Pharos
Testbed, provides location information to the CANCR Agent by posting it to the
CAF’s World View. It is composed of two parts: the Geo-Context Listener and the
agent itself. The Listener is a service process that listens for periodic (about every
2 seconds) GPS location updates from the Proteus Mobility Controller. These up-
dates include the location of the node (e.g., its GPS coordinates) and the destination
of the node (also GPS coordinates) if the node is a mobile node. The Geo-Context
Agent itself interprets these GPS locations (using information about the “bound-
ing box” of the experiment space) to provide Cartesian coordinates mapping the
node’s location to a context region (or box) within the World View’s context grid.
Whenever a location update arrives from the Proteus controller, the context tuple
that stores the node’s current location in the World View is updated. In this way,
the CANCR Agent can subscribe to location updates and receive them as locations
change. The location and destination context of a node is stored in the local context
cache of the World View—that is, it is shared with single-hop neighbors but not
disseminated across the network.
Context Aware Network Coded Routing (CANCR) Agent
Given our use of network coded routing, the routing process itself can be considered
an information dissemination problem where the goal is to move data from where
there is high information density towards the sink (which starts with zero informa-
tion). In our implementation, we focus on context that represents nodes’ mobility
(i.e., their current location, their destination, and whether they are mobile or static)
and the network coding router state (i.e., for each known GUID, the current rank
of the decoding matrix and the source and destination of the bundle). Nodes both
share this information with each other and collect this information from their one-
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hop neighbors. As the CANCR Agent collects and processes context, it generates
geographically tagged samples of the ranks of the decoding matrices of the nodes
it encounters. These rank-samples are tagged with the location at which they were
observed and the timestamp and posted to the World View. Only static nodes are
sampled, that is mobile nodes’ locations are not predictable so their rank-samples
are not stored in the World View. Through the sharing of World Views as nodes
meet, the global rank information is disseminated, and nodes get an idea of the
information diversity of the network.
Using this opportunistically gained global information, the CANC Context
Agent uses mobility and router context to set the rate at which a node will send
encodings to a given neighbor. We implemented two variants of the rules, one
that only considers the relative ranks of two nodes (ignoring location and mobility
context) and one that also considers node mobility, as shown in Figure 5.6. Although
this relative rate scheme is specific to network coding, in general, controlling the
sending/receiving balance between a pair of nodes is a baseline control mechanism
for many bundle routing protocols. These updates to the rate at which encoded
bundles should be sent are communicated to the CANCRouter using the adaptation
portal.
5.4 Research Contributions
This chapter makes the following contributions:
Research Task 3: Design and implement a complete systems solution that in-
corporates concepts from Research Task 1 with the context framework from
Research Task 2 to adapt a real delay-tolerant network stack.
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Figure 5.5: Context World View (with sample nodes and waypoints)
5.5 Impact
To our knowledge, the work in the chapter represents the first real-world imple-
mentation that adapts the behavior of a network coded router using context, and
the first system which interfaces an external application (the Context Agent Frame-
work) to the widely-used DTN2 Reference Implementation of the Bundle Protocol
through its TCL Command Line Interface in order to control it [46].
5.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we presented a full system implementation for adaptive delay-tolerant
networks. We combined our from Chapter 3 on adapting delay-tolerant network
stacks with the Context Agent Framework. We provided an implementation which
uses the the Context Agent Framework to adapt the behavior of a delay-tolerant
network-coded router using context, and presented the specific context types that are
used to tune the runtime network stack parameters, the methods of adaptation, and
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i f neighbor.rank == MAX_RANK:
−→neighbor.rate = 0; # do not send to any full-rank node
else i f neighbor.eid in bundle.sinks
−→neighbor.rate = MAX_RATE; # unbounded rate to sink
else i f neighbor.rank == 0:
−→neighbor.rate = MAX_RATE; # neighbor has no encodings
else i f self.rank == MAX_RANK:
−→ neighbor.rate = MAX_RATE # I have full rank
else:
# default case, use relative rates
−→neighbor.rate = self.rank/neighbor.rank
(a) Basic rank-aware rules
i f neighbor.rank == MAX_RANK:
−→neighbor.rate = 0; # do not send to any full-rank node
else i f neighbor.eid in bundle.sinks:
−→neighbor.rate = MAX_RATE; # unbounded rate to sink
else i f neighbor.type == MOBILE:
−→boolean destinationsFull := true
−→foreach destination in neighbor.destinations:
−→−→ i f WorldView.destination.rank != MAX_RANK:
−→−→−→destinationsFull := false
−→ i f destinationsFull == true:
−→−→# mule’s destinations all have full rank, don’t send
−→−→neighbor.rate = 0;
−→else: skip # move to next rule
else i f neighbor.rank == 0:
−→neighbor.rate = MAX_RATE; # neighbor has no encodings
else i f self.rank == MAX_RANK:
−→ neighbor.rate = MAX_RATE # I have full rank
else:
# default case, use relative rates
−→neighbor.rate = self.rank/neighbor.rank
(b) Extended mobility-aware rules
Figure 5.6: CANCR Context Agent Rules
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the interface that allows the Context Agent Framework to affect the delay-tolerant
stack. The work in this chapter represents the culmination of the goals set out in the
beginning of this dissertation. It represents a complete system implementation for
context-aware adaptation in delay-tolerant networks. In the following chapter, we
prove the benefits of our system by deploying it in a real delay-tolerant networking
using autonomous robots from the Pharos Testbed.
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Chapter 6
Validation using the Pharos
Testbed
This chapter presents the validation of our systems solution for delay-tolerant net-
works. We present results gathered with the implementation described in Chapter 5
using autonomous robots from the Pharos Testbed. The main goal of this chapter
is to validate our complete systems implementation in real-world operating condi-
tions, on commodity hardware, employing real mobility through the autonomous
navigation capabilities of the Pharos Testbed nodes. This chapter also proves the
benefits of a flexible context aggregation and adaptation framework like our Con-
text Agent Framework (CAF) by showing how a minimal number of context-based
adaptation “rules” can be used to great effect in improving routers in delay-tolerant
networks. In short, it proves that our ideas about context-based manipulation of
internal network stack variables by means of our CAF can and do work in a real-
world deployment. This chapter is not, however, an exhaustive list of all of the
beneficial adaptation possibilities for delay-tolerant networks nor a complete bench-
marking of the entire system. Such an exploration is well beyond the scope of this
dissertation. Instead, we aim to prove that our total system implementation works
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as we intended and in this way lay the groundwork for researchers to build their
own adaptive routers and protocols using our architectural ideas and our Context
Agent Framework.
6.1 Overview of Experiments
The experiments below compare our context-aware network coded router (CANC
Router) with the basic network coded router (SimpleNC) in a variety of situations,
under a variety of constraints. They clearly show that context-based adaptation
can benefit nodes in delay-tolerant networks by improving latency and lowering
overhead. We present a variety of experiments below. For the remainder of this
chapter, the following terminology applies:
1. SimpleNC: refers to the implementation of network coded routing developed
in [52] and described in this dissertation in Section 5.2.2.
2. CANC Router: sometimes indicated as CANCR for short, this implementa-
tion is as described in 5.3.1. CANCR improves upon the SimpleNC router by
allowing for a variety of internal parameters to be controlled by the Context
Agent Framework (CAF) during runtime, allowing for context-based adapta-
tion of the routing protocol behavior.
We are somewhat limited by the number of consistently operational robots
in the Pharos Testbed, and therefore the experiments use between three and five
nodes. In order to provide consistency and comparability among results, the follow-
ing properties apply to all of the experiments described in this chapter.
1. Communicating Parties: All of the experiments are comprised of some com-
bination of static nodes and mules. The static nodes act as either senders,
receivers, or in some cases both. As implied, they do not move. The mules
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act as the data ferries (or data mules) and navigate autonomously between
waypoints in order to “bridge” disconnected parts of the network, or to move
data between static nodes.
2. Data: All data sent in our experiments is bundled into 100M bundles. In
all cases, the 100MB bundle is fragmented into 10kB units which are used to
code across. Thus, a complete bundle requires 1000 unique linear encodings
to represent it in its entirety. Nodes send one or more 100MB bundles to each
other in the experiments.
We perform four categories of experiments: indoor, testbed, outdoor, and
characterization experiments. The indoor experiments use limited mobility in a
controlled indoor environment–they are presented in Section 6.2. The testbed ex-
periments employ real hardware running in a virtualized wireless environment. The
environment and the testbed experiments are covered in Section 6.3. The outdoor
experiments offer greater range of mobility and different wireless channel character-
istics from the indoor experiments; these are presented in Section 6.4. Finally, in
Section 6.5, we present our characterization experiments; in these experiments we
isolate variables to examine the system performance of our CANCR solution versus
SimpleNC, and gauge the system performance tradeoff between the context-enabled
CANC Router and the plain SimpleNC Router in situations where context-based
adaptation can be expected to have little to no benefit.
6.2 Indoor Experiments
We performed two experiments with the autonomous Pharos nodes, one using three
nodes (Source, Mule 1, and Sink), and one using five nodes (Source, Mule 1, Inter-
mediate, Mule 2, and Sink). See Figure 5.5 for a visual overview of their placement
and mobility paths—the dimensions of the hallway were 25m by 42m; in all cases,
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only the mules moved (with speeds of 0.57 and 0.65 meters/second for Mule 1 and
Mule 2, respectively). In the five-node test, the Intermediate was a stationary node
otherwise identical to the Source and Sink in its configuration. In both experi-
ments the source generated a 100MB bundle at the beginning of the experiment,
which it split into 1000 fragments to encode over. The effective wireless connectivity
distance between nodes was around 10 to 20 meters, less around corners, and the
Source, Intermediate, and Sink were mutually disconnected for the duration of all
the experiments despite their physical proximity. They could only send data be-
tween each other via the mules. We compared our CANC Router (employing the
Context Agent Framework) with SimpleNC.
CANC Router Configuration. For the CANC Router, we used the adaptation
rules defined in Figure 5.6(b). As shown in Figure 5.5, the mobility space is divided
into twelve distinct “squares” for the purposes of geo-tagging context tuples with
their Cartesian coordinates. Since this was an indoor test, GPS-based location was
impossible, and we relied on the Pharos Mobility Controller to estimate the robot’s
location as it controlled the robot’s movements. In practice, this turned out to be
sufficient for these experiments since we did not need a high degree of accuracy in
the location estimate given the low node density.
6.2.1 3-Node Indoor Experiments
Figure 6.2 shows the results of the three-node experiment. The graph shows the rank
of the decoding matrix at each node vs. time. Although the SimpleNC mule reached
full rank before the CANCR mule, the CANCR sink reached full rank more than
1000 seconds before the SimpleNC sink. This was due to to the CANCR Context
Agent’s control of the rates, which kept the mule from being overwhelmed by en-
codings from the sink (as happened in SimpleNC). CANCR was able to significantly
improve the overhead of network coding by intelligently limiting rates. SimpleNC
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Figure 6.1: Indoor Experiment Setup
resulted in a combined total of 5951 encoded fragment transmissions compared to
CANCR’s 2149, making CANC almost three times more efficient. CANCR achieved
close to the absolute minimum number of transmissions needed, which is 2000 (1000
to the mule and 1000 to the sink).
6.2.2 5-Node Indoor Experiments
The results from the five node experiment, graphed in Figure 6.3, also show that
CANCR outperforms SimpleNC. The ranks of the sources and mules are omitted
for clarity. The CANCR sink was able to reach full rank faster than the SimpleNC
intermediate. The larger performance gain over the three-node experiment is due
to the increased congestion at the intermediate, where three nodes (Mule 1, In-
termediate, and Mule 2) were often vying for the wireless channel simultaneously.
Adapting the send rates in such a situation yielded even greater benefits than when
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Figure 6.2: Indoor Single-Bundle 3-Node Experiment
only two nodes were connected at once, and we believe that as the number of neigh-
bors grows, the benefits of adaptive rate control will grow as well. Similarly to the
three-node experiment, CANCR also provided massive overhead gains; it sent 7149
total encodings across all nodes, compared to SimpleNC’s 16765—resulting in a 2.3
times efficiency gain.
6.3 Virtualized Testbed Experiments
We also ran several experiments on the VirtualMeshTest (VMT) mobile wireless
testbed [17,29]. VMT allows us to subject Linux-based real wireless nodes with com-
modity wireless hardware to emulated mobile environments. The wireless testbed
is effectively an analog channel emulator based on an array of programmable atten-
uators. Given a desired physical arrangement of nodes, the system computes the
expected path loss between nodes and programs the attenuators to achieve those
path loss properties. By updating the attenuations every second, VMT can emulate
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Figure 6.3: Indoor Multi-Bundle 5-Node Experiment
a mobile wireless environment for real wireless nodes.
VMT Experimental Setup. We used the same three-node and five-node sce-
narios described above with some minor changes. Since the effective range of each
node was approximately 500m, the emulated distances had to be much greater to
achieve disconnections; however the roles and movements of the nodes remain the
same. The stationary nodes were spaced 1200m apart (ensuring that the Source,
Intermediate, and Sink depicted in Figure 5.5 were mutually disconnected), and the
mobile nodes (Mule 1, and Mule 2) moved between them at a rate of 10m/s. As
with the Pharos experiments, the source created a 100MB bundle at the beginning
of the scenario that it split into 1000 fragments to encode over, and as before we
compared our CANCR framework against SimpleNC.
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Figure 6.4: Overhead and Latency Results from VMT Testbed
6.3.1 VMT Results
Several runs of both the three-node and five-node experiments were averaged and
Figure 6.4 shows the average time it took for the sink to receive enough encodings to
decode the 100MB bundle (latency) and the average number of bundles transmitted
across all nodes (overhead) in the network with the standard deviations. As was
the case for the Pharos results, CANCR resulted in a lower latency and much fewer
total transmitted bundles than SimpleNC. It is interesting to note that although
the same number of experiments were run for each router, the standard deviations
are much smaller for CANCR. This confirms that our CANCR Context Agent’s rate
adaptation results in more stable and predictable behavior.
6.4 Outdoor Experiments
We performed a series of outdoor experiments using the autonomous robots in the
parking lot of the Dell Diamond Baseball Stadium in Round Rock, TX. We tried
several variations on the above indoor experiments. Similar to the indoor tests,
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there are two or more static nodes separated by enough distance to ensure mutual
disconnection, and these distances are traversed by mobile data mules that carried
data on behalf of the static senders and receivers. We performed several runs of
each experiment. Each outdoor experiment takes between 30 minutes to an hour
to complete, and requires another 10-20 minutes to set up in ideal conditions. In
practice, this setup time was usually much longer. Additionally, the requirement of
a large, flat, unobstructed space necessitated travel to the Round Rock Dell Dia-
mond Baseball Stadium (with the entire set of robots, support equipment including
generators, laptops, tables, chairs, spare parts, etc.) which limited the number of ex-
periments that could be performed within reasonable time constraints. In total, this
dissertation is the culmination of 62 successful real-world experiments and countless
failures. We naturally observed a small degree of variability between independent
and otherwise identical experiments due to variations in the wireless channel, vari-
ations in the exact trajectories taken by the mules, and other factors out of our
control. However, the difference between identical experiments was always mini-
mal in comparison to the difference between the CANC Router and SimpleNC. We
present a representative selection of the total set of experiments below.
Context Agent Framework Configuration. The outdoor experiments, with
noted exceptions, also used the context rules defined in Figure 5.6(b). The mobil-
ity space of the nodes, shown in Figure 6.5, was divided into three blocks for the
purposes of assigning geo-tagged context values to their respective Cartesian coor-
dinates. A higher degree of granularity is definitely within the capabilities of both
the Context Agent Framework and the Pharos Mobility Controller but unnecessary
for the purposes of our adaptation rules.
A Note on Robot Naming. For the purposes of the outdoor experiments,
the robots were given unique names to identify them. The robots we used are:
Guinness, Czechvar, Spaten, Manny, and Ziegen. In all cases, Guinness, Czechvar,
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and Spaten were static nodes, and Manny and Ziegen were used as the mobile nodes.
We attempted to maximize comparability between tests by using the same robots
in the same locations across all of the tests to account for any variations in their
behavior.
6.4.1 3-Node Outdoor Experiments
This experiment is very similar to the three-node indoor experiment described above.
One static node (Spaten) is separated by a distance of 245 meters from another static
node (Guinness), and one 100MB bundle is sent from one to the other. A mobile
node (Ziegen) repeatedly traverses the distance between the two nodes at a rate of
1 m/s until the entire 100MB bundle is successfully transferred. Figure 6.5 shows
the positions and mobility paths of the robots.
Figure 6.5: 3-Node Outdoor Experiment Setup Showing Three Geographic Regions
Mapped by the Context Agent Framework
Single Mule, Single Bundle
In this experiment, only one 100MB bundle is sent between the source and the sink.
Figure 6.6 shows the combined graph of the rank at each node vs. the experiment
time. Using the adaptive CANC Router, the Sink was able to receive enough linearly
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independent encodings to decode the entire bundle in less than half the time it took
SimpleNC. These results are consistent with 2 additional runs of this experiment
(not graphed).
Figure 6.6: Single-Bundle 3-Node Outdoor Experiment
Single Mule, Multiple Bundles
In this experiment, two 100MB bundles are sent. Both Guinness and Czechvar
create one 100MB bundle destined for the other at the beginning of the experiment,
and a single mule (Ziegen) carries data between the two static nodes. Figure 6.7
shows the results of this experiment. Also graphed is the position of Ziegen along
its mobility path—Guinness is located at the 0m position, and Spaten is located at
the 245m position. The difference in delivery latency between SimpleNC and the
CANC Router is significantly larger than in the single bundle case. This is due
to increased efficiency in channel utilization enabled by our context-based adaptive
rules. There are several reasons for our increased efficiency. First, the reactive
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randomized encoding performed by the bundle sender is fairly resource intensive.
Thus, as the number of possible bundles to send grows, it becomes increasingly
important to prioritize the “correct” bundle since sending the “incorrect” bundle
can starve the system for resources. Second, a sender can starve a receiver if the rate
at which encodings are transferred is unbounded (as is the case with SimpleNC).
This starvation occurs for a similar reason as above. The receiver node is busy
decoding the incoming bundles, and becomes resource starved due to the rate at
which they are coming in. This becomes a bigger problem as the number of bundles
increases. Both of these issues are solved by the relative rate rule triggered on
the last line of the rules in Figure 5.6, allowing for a much “fairer” distribution
of the limited channel capacity between senders and receivers. In a broader sense,
this underscores the power of the Context Agent Framework. CAF enables simple
but powerful adaptation strategies due to its open-ended context collection and
aggregation capabilities, and the flexible and highly capable design of its interface
to the network stack.
6.4.2 4-Node Outdoor Experiments
We also wanted to study the benefits of the Contex Agent Framework model in
mutiple-mule situations. We present two sets of such experiments. The first uses
multiple mules, with one bundle transferred between Guinness and Spaten. In the
second set, we transfer multiple bundles and also vary the wireless signal attenuation.
In practice, the wireless range of our Proteus robots is between 100-150 meters
depending on conditions. This ensures that the static nodes remain connected to
the mobile nodes for long periods of time as the nodes drive up to a static node,
turn around, and start driving back towards the other static node. In fact, there
is a long period of time when the mobile mule actually acts as a “bridge” between
the two static nodes (e.g., the static nodes can both communicate with the mobile
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node at the same time). In order to better emulate a real-world delay tolerant
network, we introduce hardware signal attenuators to limit the range of the wireless
antennas. We present multi-mule, multi-bundle experiments using no attenuation,
6dB attenuators, and 10dB attenuators and discuss the results. The positions of the
two static nodes (Spaten and Guinness) are identical to that depicted in Figure 6.5,
but instead of a single mule, we have two mules (Ziegen and Manny) which move
along the same mobility path.
Multiple Mule, Single Bundle
This experiment is very similar to the 3-node outdoor experiments above, but in-
stead of a single mule we use two mules (Ziegen and Manny) that follow the same
mobility path. The two mules start in between the static source and sink (and
are thus approximately 120m from each) and head in opposite directions, crossing
paths in the middle of the mobility space as they head back and forth between the
static nodes. Figure 6.8 shows the decoding matrix rank of the nodes for both Sim-
pleNC and CANCR. As before, the rate adaptation provided by the Context Agent
Framework significantly improves the delivery latency at the destination.
Multiple Mule, Multiple Bundle
The following three experiments use the same two mules, but instead of a single
bundle sent from one static node to the other, we send two bundles (each static
node acting as the source for one 100MB bundle, and the destination for the other).
Figure 6.9 shows the results with no hardware attenuators attached to the 802.11
wireless radios, Figure 6.10 shows the results with 6dB hardware attenuators, and
Figure 6.11 shows the same experiment with 10dB hardware attenuators. The re-
sults show that at no attenuation and 6dB, the results have similar trends. Both
show CANCR providing a significant improvement to the delivery latency of bundles
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(examining the rank of the destination node). However, at 10dB attenuation, the
difference between CANCR and SimpleNC is minimal. This is due to the poor chan-
nel characteristics. We performed further tests to ensure our hypothesis is correct;
at 10dB the wireless channel becomes the dominant bottleneck in communication
due to the high rate of transmission errors; neither node is able to send enough
encodings to guarantee the delivery of the complete 100MB bundle. Neither this
experiment, nor any other 10dB attenuated experiment was able to completely de-
liver a single 100MB bundle, and under such extreme wireless channel conditions,
the effect of encoding rate adaptation is minimized.
6.4.3 5-Node Outdoor Experiments
The final set of outdoor experiments is an analog to the 5-node indoor experiment
described in Section 6.2. The positions and waypoints of the nodes are shown in
Figure 6.12. A single source (Guinness) generates two 100MB bundles, one destined
for Czechvar, and one destined for Spaten. Two mules operate in this experiment:
Ziegen moves between the Guinness and Czechvar, and Manny moves between Guin-
ness and Spaten. We used 6dB attenuators to limit the wireless range of the nodes
to ensure that all three static nodes were mutually disconnected from one another,
and to ensure that the mobile mules could not act as bridges between the Sources
and Sinks. Figure 6.13 shows the results from one run of this experiment. Given
that all of the nodes grow their rank for both bundles, the graphs clearly indicate
that SimpleNC spreads encodings around randomly (as is intended according to the
theoretical research behind network coded routing for DTNs). On the other hand,
CANCR is able to prioritize which bundle should go to which mule after the exper-
iment has been running for a short while. This highlights the importance of sharing
the World Views between nodes. The Source, through the collection of informa-
tion diversity samples by the mules and the sharing thereof, is able to learn of the
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identities and locations of the two Sinks. From that point on, it is able to use the
destination location of the mules to prioritize which bundle should be sent to which
mule. This context-based adaptation was enabled by the addition of a single rule to
the CANCR Context Agent to consider both the intended path of the mobile node
as well as the location of the sink for a particular bundle (if they are known). The
rule is implemented as follows:




In fact, we made this change to the CANCR Context Agent in the field,
underscoring yet another benefit of our framework. Do to the decoupling of context
gathering and context-based adaptation rule evaluation, new context-based network
stack adaptations can be added quickly and easily by adding simple logical state-
ments evaluated against existing context elements. This is a powerful feature of the
CAF, since inevitably even researchers who carefully design adaptive routers will
find interesting and new ways to adjust the routers’ parameters during deployments.
Our system allows for these to be done outside the code-base for the router, allowing
for quickly prototyping new adaptation rules without recompiling or re-deploying
the entire code base. The expressiveness of our rule-based context adaptations make
them more powerful than simple configuration options, allowing for greater control
of the router logic through our general Adaptation Portal interface.
6.5 System Characterization Experiments
We also performed a series of experiments to isolate aspects of the system implemen-
tation in order to better understand the differences between SimpleNC and CANCR.
In order to isolate the wireless channel as a potential bottlenck, we remove the wire-
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less links and replace them with wired connections thus connecting all of the nodes
together through a single switch. In the second experiment, we remove the mobile
nodes and instead place four static nodes within wireless range of each other. This
second experiment removes mobility as a variable and instead shows what would
happen if the delay-tolerant mobile network ever became a well-connected ad-hoc
network for a period of time. In all of these experiments the World View “sees”
all of the nodes as occupying the same coordinate within the grid representing the
entire experimental space.
6.5.1 Comparison using Wired Experiments
For this experiment four nodes (Spaten, Czechvar, Manny, and Ziegen) were con-
nected via Gigabit ethernet. Two 100MB bundles were sent, one from Spaten to
Czechvar and one from Czechvar to Spaten. Figure 6.14 shows the results from this
experiment. The difference in delivery latency between CANCR and SimpleNC is
less drastic. This is due to the fact that efficiently utilizing the limited channel is
no longer a factor. Instead, as was alluded to in previous experiments, the resource
utilization during encoding and decoding becomes the dominant factor in the overall
delivery latency. CANCR is able to prioritize delivery of encodings to the “correct”
node (e.g., the destination of the bundle) and thus yields faster delivery latencies to
the sinks.
6.5.2 Non-Mobile Wireless Outdoor Experiments
We also wanted to eliminate node mobility as a factor in the delivery latency, and
ran several experiments with the same four nodes connected via wireless links, but
all within range of each other. Figure 6.15 shows the results from one such exper-
iment. It is clear that the CANC Router is able to deliver the bundles to their
respective destinations faster because it wastes less of the precious wireless band-
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width sending encodings to the non-destination nodes (Manny and Ziegen). Since
overall information diversity is the goal of our network-coded implementation, all of
the nodes receive all of the encodings regardless, but the node to which the bundle
is destined is given priority through the context-based rate adaptation rules.
6.6 Discussion of Results
These results clearly show that a network-coding router for delay-tolerant networks
can be improved through the external manipulation of its parameters using our Con-
text Agent Framework. More importantly, they show that our architectural ideas
and framework developed in the previous chapters work in real-world situations. In
our experiments, we have focused on a few simple context types: information di-
versity, which represents the total rank of the decoding matrix for a given encoded
bundle, and location, which represents the geographical location of nodes, location
of information diversity samples, and the mobility paths of the mobile mules. Using
our general purpose Context Agent Framework, we were able to collect these context
elements and share them among nodes as they moved through the network. Using
a purpose-built context agent (the CANCR Context Agent), we were able to use
the collected context to change the operating parameters of the CANC Router in
order to improve the overall latency and overhead of moving information between
the sources and sinks, specifically by changing the rate at which nodes send encod-
ings to each other. We were able to improve the usage of the limited shared wireless
channel.
This chapter is essentially a case-study for one possible use of the Context
Agent Framework. There is no limit to the types of context-based adaptation that
could be implemented using rules as simple as our own and no limit to the num-
ber and types of routing protocols that can be adapted using our DTN2 Adapta-
tion Portal. The most important contribution of this chapter is to validate that
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our implementation works under real-world constraints: real mobile nodes, a com-
plete Linux-based system, commodity wireless hardware, using popular and widely-
deployed delay-tolerant transport protocols, and under realistic data loads. We have
met this goal through a variety of experiments intended to test the capabilities of
our complete system implementation.
6.7 Research Contributions
This chapter makes the following contributions:
Research Task 4: Use the Pharos mobile computing testbed to design and per-
form a series of real-life application validation and evaluation studies using the
system developed in Research Task 3.
6.8 Impact
To our knowledge, these are the first experiments to use externally-gathered con-
text information to manipulate a delay-tolerant routing protocol. They are also the
first experiments to manipulate the parameters of a delay-tolerant routing protocol
during operation in response to changing network situations and represent the first
validation of a system that interfaces an external application (the Context Agent
Framework) to the widely-used DTN2 Reference Implementation of the Bundle Pro-
tocol in order to affect its behavior.
6.9 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the validation of our complete systems solution for delay-
tolerant networks. We presented a broad selection of experimental results gathered
with the implementation described in Chapter 5 using autonomous robots from the
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Pharos Testbed. We showed that our system is able to adapt the delay-tolerant net-
work stack (employing the popular DTN2 Reference Implementation as the stack
itself) on commodity hardware using mobile nodes connected over 802.11 b/g wire-
less radios. This chapter also showed the power of the Context Agent Framework by
comparing network coded routing characteristics (throughput, latency, overhead) to
an adaptive network coded router controlled by an agent within the CAF. We showed
how even fairly minimal adaptation rules can result in significant improvements in
delay-tolerant networks.
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(a) 1 Mule, 2 Bundles, No Attenuation, SimpleNC Router
(b) 1 Mule, 2 Bundles, No Attenuation, CANC Router
Figure 6.7: Multi-Bundle 3-Node Outdoor Experiments (0dB)
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(a) 2 Mules, 1 Bundle, No Attenuation, SimpleNC Router
(b) 2 Mules, 1 Bundle, No Attenuation, CANC Router
Figure 6.8: Single-Bundle 4-Node Outdoor Experiments (0dB)
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(a) 2 Mules, 2 Bundles, No Attenuation, SimpleNC Router
(b) 2 Mules, 2 Bundles, No Attenuation, CANC Router
Figure 6.9: Multi-Bundle 4-Node Outdoor Experiments (0dB)
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(a) 2 Mules, 2 Bundles, 6dB Attenuation, SimpleNC Router
(b) 2 Mules, 2 Bundles, 6dB Attenuation, CANC Router
Figure 6.10: Multi-Bundle 4-Node Outdoor Experiments (6dB)
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(a) 2 Mules, 2 Bundles, 10dB Attenuation, SimpleNC Router
(b) 2 Mules, 2 Bundles, 10dB Attenuation, CANC Router
Figure 6.11: Multi-Bundle 4-Node Outdoor Experiments (10dB)
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Figure 6.12: 5-Node Outdoor Experiment Setup
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(a) 2 Mules, 2 Bundles, 6dB Attenuation, SimpleNC Router
(b) 2 Mules, 2 Bundles, 6dB Attenuation, CANC Router
Figure 6.13: Multi-Bundle 5-Node Outdoor Experiments
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(a) 4 Static Nodes, Wired, SimpleNC Router
(b) 4 Static Nodes, Wired, CANC Router
Figure 6.14: Static, Wired Indoor Experiments
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(a) 4 Static Nodes, Wireless, Outdoors, SimpleNC Router
(b) 4 Static Nodes, Wireless, Outdoors, CANC Router




In this dissertation, we have taken a practical systems-oriented approach to solving
problems in delay-tolerant networks using context-driven adaptation of the network
stack. In DTNs, nodes are intermittently connected and mobile, thus the topology of
the network is subject to constant changes. Since there is no guarantee of end-to-end
connectivity between communicating parties, the general approach towards routing
in these types of networks has taken the form of probabilistic store-and-forward
algorithms. DTNs are an “extreme” form of mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs)
and potentially apply to rural networking situations, disaster recovery scenarios,
and even space communications. The commonality is that connectivity is widely
varying and unpredictable.
However, communicating parties operating in delay-tolerant networks would
like their connections supported by the best possible technologies for the given net-
working situation. Current approaches generally deploy a single set of protocols
with a pre-determined set of parameters to support these networks. However, since
delay-tolerant networks are constantly changing due to node mobility, we argue it is
better to be adaptive in response to changing networking conditions. This disserta-
tion uses context collection, aggregation, and adaptation to improve the behavior of
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delay-tolerant network stacks through the context-based adaptation of their compo-
sition and behavior. This entailed solving several novel challenges including 1) how
to efficiently sense the appropriate network and data context to allow for adaptation
decisions; 2) how to aggregate and organize context to allow for intuitive adaptation
strategies to be developed and easily deployed; 3) how to enable intelligent cross-
layer design to support tuning the network stack; and 4) how to provide seamless
transitions for applications as the network stack changes. We have focused on the
mechanics of the adaptations and the mechanics of context collection, aggregation,
and sharing. We have explored two separate architectures (DynSS and MaDMAN)
to tackle this sort of adaptation and have provided proof-of-concept implementations
and evaluations of both of them. We have also designed and implemented a general-
purpose context aggregation system, the Context Agent Framework, that provides
the mechanism by which new context types can be created and new adaptation
can be implemented in Linux-based delay-tolerant networks. We have proven the
benefits of context-based stack adaptation for traditional delay-tolerant networks
and have provided use cases even for non-traditional DTNs (MADServer). We have
also combined the Context Agent Framework with a complete delay-tolerant net-
working stack, and have provided extensive evaluation of our implementations using
autonomous robots from the Pharos Testbed. Our middleware prototypes represent
the first systems of their kind in the delay-tolerant research community, and our
results clearly show the benefits of our approach.
7.1 Future Work
This dissertation opens the door for many exciting future research possibilities. The
following is a selection of potential future work enabled by this dissertation.
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7.1.1 Optimizing Context Sharing for Delay-Tolerant Networks
This dissertation provides a general framework for the collection and dissemina-
tion of context as well as for context-based adaptation. However, as the number of
context types and context samples grows, our Context Agent Framework entails con-
siderable network overhead in sharing the context (the World View) between nodes.
There is further work to be done on efficiently summarizing context to reduce the
load on network resources and developing mechanisms to share context efficiently.
For example, Grapevine [16] summarizes and shares simple context; devising a sim-
ilar efficient summary data structure for the World View is still unexplored. Any
such approaches could be easily incorporated into the Context Agent Framework in
the future.
7.1.2 Complete Taxonomy of Context Types Relevant to DTNs
Another avenue for future work lies in developing a complete taxonomy of context
types relevant to delay-tolerant networks. We have explored many types of context in
this dissertation including information diversity, node density, network load, relative
mobility, geographical location, and destination, but there are many more relevant
types to be explored. Work in completing the context picture is orthogonal to
this dissertation. However, any further types could be easily incorporated into the
Context Agent Framework. In fact, we believe the CAF would be a useful tool to
any researchers who seek to develop new context types and to define mechanisms
by which they can be collected, aggregated, and stored. The primitives for such
operations are already available in the CAF.
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7.1.3 Improving Network Coded Routing Through Further Context-
Based Adaptation
In this dissertation we have explored a number of context-based adaptations for
network coded routing in delay tolerant networks. Specifically we have adapted the
rate, weight, and balance between different senders and different sets of encodings
according to context changes in node mobility and information diversity. Further
adaptations of network coded routing are no doubt possible, and, although we have
had great success with our adaptation, it is likely that further context-based adap-
tation can yield even greater benefits to the overall delivery latency and network
bandwidth utilization.
7.1.4 Exploration of Further Context-Based Network Protocol and
Physical/Link Layer Selection
Although we have explored many possibilities for adapting delay-tolerant network
stack composition using context, there are possibilities for further research in this
direction. We do not claim to have found all of the useful ways and mechanisms by
which delay-tolerant network stacks can be combined and recombined in response to
changing network conditions. Rather, this dissertation highlights that such adapta-
tion can be beneficial to nodes operating in delay-tolerant environments. A fruitful
avenue for future work lies in exploring additional ways in which context can in-
form stack recomposition. These would possibly include adaptating properties of
the physical layer and link layer protocols in addition to further network, transport,
and routing protocol adaptations.
7.1.5 General-Purpose Adaptive Delay-Tolerant Routing Protocol
Finally, this dissertation paves the way for a general-purpose adaptive delay-tolerant
routing protocol. We have shown that our Context Agent Framework can effectively
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control the behavior of routers built in the DTN2 Reference Implementation through
our implementation of the Context-Aware Network Coded Router (CANC Router).
We believe that many existing DTN routing protocols such as PRoPHET [31], Spray-
and-Wait [63], and even the mobility-assisted Spray-and-Focus [62] could be more
efficiently (in terms of the number of lines of code and debugging complexity) im-
plemented using a combination of a simple base DTN router and the Context Agent
Framework. All of these routing protocols are all built using similar mechanics—
some local decision factors in to whether or not a particular bundle (or fragment
of a bundle) is forwarded to some particular neighbor at any given time, and they
all have different means by which this decision is reached. The behavior of each of
these routing protocols, and many interesting new ones, could be coded within the
CAF using simple context-based rules. If this was done, one general-purpose bundle
router within DTN2 could be used to implement all of them. This approach would
have several key advantages. First, a higher level language (Perl) could be used
to write the rules that determine if and when a given bundle should be forwarded,
reducing the programming complexity. Second, routing protocol developers would
not have to separately collect and aggregate every context type they need to make
routing decisions; many would already be available in the World View and made
available through the publish/subscribe semantics of the CAF. Finally, a unified
general-purpose base router could serve the needs of every DTN routing protocol
thus resulting in less redundancy between routers and a more stable codebase. This
is a significant piece of future work, and would leverage our general purpose CAF
along with our Adaptation Portal architecture for DTN2 to solve many routing
protocol design issues for delay-tolerant researchers.
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7.2 Dissertation Summary
In summary, this dissertation addresses several challenges of supporting applica-
tions in a dynamic delay-tolerant network setting. We examine how to automati-
cally adapt connections and underlying network protocols, how to collect context
efficiently, how to organize the context and make it available to programmers who
wish to adapt the network stack, how to incorporate context-based network adap-
tation with existing delay-tolerant network systems (i.e., the DTN2 Reference Im-
plementation), and we show how to design network protocol adaptation algorithms
using out solution. Our solutions represent the first application of general-purpose
context-based adaptation in delay-tolerant networks, and our prototypes are the
first attempts at building such solutions into real-world systems. We are also the
first to validate DTN solutions using autonomous robots in a real-world setting. As
such, this dissertation represents a significant step in the evolution of delay-tolerant
network systems and paves the way for new and exciting research ideas that can be
designed leveraging our novel architectures and built using our frameworks.
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